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Trends in Employment Policies in the Member
States : Following up the recommendations of
the Essen Council
At last year's European summit in Essen, the heads of state
of all Member States agreed on the now familiar frve priority
areas for action in the fight against unemployment. To
reiterate, the Essen conclusions call upon the Member States
to institute measures to: promote investment in vocational
training; increase the employment intensity of growth;
reduce non-wage labour costs; improve the effectiveness of
labour market policy; and improve measures for groups
particularly hard-hit by unemployment. All Member States
have now completed their reports on the Essen follow-up
process, and the Commission is keen to encourage an active
exchange of ideas to encourage policy learning. In its second
part, this year's Employment in Europe Report devotes a
section to each of the five Essen conclusions, outlining the
main initiatives instituted in the Member States.
Promotlng lnvestment In Vocatlonal Tralnlng
The commitment of many Member States to reforming their
education and training systems predates the recommenda-
tions of the Commission's White Paper on Growth, Competi-
tiveness and Employment. Tlte general aim is to make
systems more responsive to differing geographical, sectoral,
occupational and individual needs. One way in which
Member States have sought to achieve this goal is by pro-
moting the decentralisation of training in order to make
provision more responsive to the needs of the local labour
market. The increasing involvement of private sector provid-
ers and improved consultation with the social partners on
training needs have equally served as a means to this end.
Although training has been afforded continuing priority
by many governments, despite budgetary stringency, there is
a trend towards greater rationalisation and improved target-
ing of provision. All Member States have developed publicly
funded initial training prograrnmes to reduce youth unem-
ployment. These schemes are either school-based (periods of
work experience) or work-based (off-the-job training peri-
ods) and additional support is frequently being made avail-
able for those with special needs to help integrate them into
the labour market.
While most training schemes focus on unemployed
people, some countries provide additional retraining pro-
grarnmes for workers affected by industrial restructuring.
Account is often being taken of the increasing need for
training in new technologies.
Quality is another important concern in assessing educa-
tion and training systems. Previously, firms and individuals
purchasing training had little guidance in choosing good
quality providers. Efforts are therefore being made to
introduce various quality standards and measures. Related to
the issue of quality is that of the relevance of the training
offered, particularly at a time when job descriptions are
changing rapidly and become more flexible. Most Member
States, often through a p(rcess of national and regional
consultation with the relevant actors, make some efforts to
forecast skill needs and adapt nationally recognised voca-
tional qualifications to changing occupational profiles.
Access to education and training is important at the
initial stage, and particularly at the level of continuing
training (since it often requires time away from work). Some
countries have legal entitlements to time off for vocational
training and many offer tax relief and other subsidies to
employers providing training for unemployed individuals.
In spite of these efforts, there is still concern over evi-
dence which suggests that those who already have higher
educational standards are more likely to receive continuing,
on-the-job raining. Part-time workers (a higher percentage
of women are represented in this category) and workers in
SMEs are also less likely to have access to training.
Some countries therefore provide tailor-made pro-
grammes for women and SMEs. In the case of the latter, this
provision involves financial assistance as well as help in
quantifying skill needs.
lncreaslng the Employment lntenslty ol Growth
In several Member States, a reduction of working time and
increased work sharing is seen as a way of improving
employment opportunities. Some governments have at-
tempted to achieve this at a legislative level by introducing
limits to permissible overtime working; others have sought
to introduce positive incentives into collective agreements to
increase employment through working time reductions. In
other Member States, the autonomy of collective bargaining
prohibits such government intervention and agreements on
the reduction of working time have often been negotiated at
the sectoral level.
Other initiatives to increase employment levels have
focused on the substitution of full-time work with part-time
work using government incentives, and in many countries
there is a particular interest in increasing part-time employ-
ment amongst older workers who might otherwise exit the
labour force. The aim is to fulfil the dual role of increasing
employment and therefore relieving the strain on public
pension insurance systems, but so far it has only met with a
very limited response from employers and older workers
alike.
Several Member States have schemes to encourage the
temporary reduction of working time as an alternative to
redundancies, and increasing use is being made of career
breaks to render working time more flexible.
Reduclng Non-Wage Labour Costs
Stafutory levies on employers are generally regarded as
actfurg as an important obstacle to further hiring, particularly
in the case of low-skilled employees, and although the level
of such contributions varies widely among the Member
Stales, it is not necessarily those countries with the highest
levels which have sought to reduce this element of labour
cost. Several countries have instituted general or temporary
redlrctions in employer conffibutions, with a particular focus
on the low-paid and low-skilled.
lmprovlng the Effectlveness of Labour Market Pollcy
Expenditure on labour market policy continues to be
weighted very much in favour of passive measures, in spite
of recent initiatives. Again this balance varies widely
between the Member S[ates, depending on levels of unem-
ployment as well as the legacy of national labour market
policy traditions. Doubts are increasingly being raised about
the effectiveness of some forms of active labour market
policy in times of high unemployment and much more
comparative research is required to obtain information about
the most effective policy mixes.
Much attention has been focused on the role and effec-
tiveness of Public Employment Services in the different
Metnber States. In some countries public services have been
reformed in an attempt to achieve a better articulation of
priorities and to improve the performance of the service.
Many countries have relaxed existing legislation or legalised
for the first time the use of private employment services and
much research and evaluation is currently being conducted
evaluating the services and the role of such providers in the
future public-private mix. In most Member States, Public
Employment Services play an important role in the
adminstration of the unemployment benefit system, the
reform of which is receiving increasing importance in
attempts to main0ain work incentives. Countries vary with
regard to the level of restrictions imposed on the claimants
of such benefits, and some countries are aiming for a better
articulation between benefits in and out of work to avoid
problems such as the poverty trap.
Improvlng Measures for Groups Partlcularly Hard HIt by
Unemployment
Most Member States offer some form of wage subsidy to
employers for employing certain target groups (most com-
mo{ly young people, long-term unemployed people and
olddr workers). With regard to young people, there have
been widespread initiatives to encourage them to continue in
education and initial training to increase their chances of
obtaining employment. In some Member States, this has
gone hand in hand with efforts to raise the profile of voca-
tional education and training which is sometimes regarded as
second rate (parity of esteem). Vocational guidance services
have also been improved, and training and work experience
schemes have emerged in many countries and localities (in
the latter case often as a result of European funded initia-
tives).
Concluslons
There have been a number of common trends in labour
market policy in the 15 Member States as a result of com-
mon socio-economic pressures. However, the impact of a
similar measure can vary dramatically depending on the
economic situation of the individual Member State, as well
as the underlying institutional background. A good knowl-
edge of the latter is therefore essential when attempting
comparative assessments. The crucial importance of social,
labour market and economic policy co-ordination is becom-
ing increasingly obvious as many policy initiatives flounder
in the light of overwhelming macro-economic difficulties.
Finance and Social Affairs Minisfies are therefore being
increasingly encouraged to work together to produce viable
visions for the future, always respecting the need to improve
the employment situation without creating a new class of
working poor and without reducing the ambitions for social
protection.
Employment in Europe 1995. Available from: Office for Official Publica-
tions of the European Communities, L-2985 Luxembourg. All EU languages.
COM (95) 74 Final: Follow-up to the Essen European Council on Employ-
ment, Communication from the Commission to the Council.
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Reforming Systems of Social Protection:
Convergence in Diversity
Abstracts of key comparalive documentation from intemalianal sourc es
Soclal Protectlon ln the Member
States of the European Unlon
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN
coMMUNTTTES (DGV) (1 99s)
This latest publication by MISSOC pro-
vides up-to-date information on the situ-
ation of social protection systems in the
Member States of the European Union on
lst July 1994, and on the most important
measures initiated between lst July 1993
and 30 June 1994. The publication is
particularly timely in the context of the
emphasis placed by the Commission on
the importance of reforming social secu-
rity systems to eliminate any possible
discouragement effects and of restoring
stability to public finances. It begins with
an analysis of the development of social
protection and an account of the most
important measures introduced in the in-
dividual Member States. It is argued that
the pressure of the three overlapping cri-
ses identified in MISSOC 1993 (acute
employment crises, chronic crisis of ris-
ing costs ofpublicly financed health care,
and the impending demographic crisis)
have created a real convergence of poli-
cies in European ministries responsible
for social protection. The changes over
the last 12 months can best be classified
under the following headings: pension
reform; restriction of unemployment and
other cash benefits; control of medical
costs; adjustment of contributions; alter-
native methods of financing (including
privatisation); administrative changes and
active employment measures.
All of the larger Member States and
some of the smaller ones have reformed
their pension systems in the last four
years, with similar cost saving objectives
and with considerable similarity in the
measures adopted. Most measures have
either directly or indirectly resulted in an
increase in the age of retirement. It is,
however, far from certain whether these
measures will have the desired effect as
companies continue to be reluctant to
employ and train older workers in view of
high rates of unemployment.
There has been an attempt to reduce
expenditure on unemployment benefit
by tightening qualifying conditions or
introducing elements of means testing.
Governments have attempted to cur-
tail spiralling expenditure on public health
care progrummes by increasing the pro-
portion ofthe cost carried by patients and
implementing other reforms of funding
arrangements.
Mirroring the concerns of the Com-
mission's White Paper onGrowth, Com-
petitiveness and Employment, Member
State governments have shied away from
using traditional sources to increase con-
tributions and have in fact sought to
reduce employer social contributions to
encourage new hiring.
Although an increase in the use of
active labour market policies is evident,
spending on passive measures has con-
tinued to increase more rapidly due to the
continuously high levels of unemploy-
ment. Policy developments in the area of
social security therefore highlight the
importance of integrating social and eco-
nomic policy to achieve a reduction in
unemployment figures.
The comparative tables concentrate
on the following issues: the organisation
of the administration of social security
systems and their financing; health care
provisions; sickness, maternity, invalid-
ity, old-age and survivors benefits; em-
ployment injuries and occupational dis-
eases; family benefits; unemployment;
guaranteeing sufficient resources; and
social protection for self-employed farm-
ers.
The MISSOC document provides an
invaluable source of comparative infor-
mation on the social protection systems
of the 12 "old" MemberStates. The inclu-
sion of information on the three new
Member States would improve this source
even further.
Available from: Office for Official Publica-
tions of the European Communities, L-2985 Lux-
embourg. EN. DE. FR.
European Economy - Performance
of the European Unlon Labour
Market
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN
coMMUNTTTES (DGil) (1 s95)
This report, published as part ofthe series
European Economy - Reports and Stud-
ies presents the results ofan ad hoc labour
market survey covering employers and
employees, completed in 1994 as a fol-
low up to similar surveys carried out in
1985 and 1989. The representative sur-
vey of industrial firms shows that in June
t994, 97Vo of employees worked full-
time and only 3Vo part-time. The distri-
bution by sex shows that women are
much more interested in part-time work
than men, holding 76?o of all part{ime
jobs, although only 24Vo of industrial
employees are women. Differences in
these figures were found when looking at
the survey by industrial branch and size
of company. The latter revealed that the
percentage of part-timers was higher in
smaller firms.
A survey of skill requirements in the
industrial sector showed that, according
to employers, 697o of jobs in the Euro-
pean Union manufacturing industy re-
quired training. The survey reveals that
the lower the number ofjobs for which a
qualification is necessary, the higher the
proportion of women in the workforce.
In the retail trade, 10,@0 firms em-
ploying some 1.9 million people partici-
pated in the survey. The share of part-
time work in the retail sector is consider-
ably higher than in manufacturing and
stood at 32Vo in 1994.ln contrast to the
experience of the manufacturing indus-
try, the share of part-time work in the
retail sector increases with the size of the
firm. The survey found that 59Vo of em-
ployees in the retail sector were women
and that employees in this sector were
more likely to require training (697o of
the worKorce were seen to require some
form of training).
A comparison with the 1989 survey
reveals that in indus0ry the percentage of
rends
ful+ime workers has increased at the
expense of part-timers. Employees were
more likely to be skilled than unskilled.
In the retail sector, employment experi-
ences have changed less markedly for the
total workforce. There has, however, been
a dramatic decrease in full-time employ-
ment and a corresponding increase in
part-time employment rmongst the male
workforce. The reverse is true for female
wofkers in the sector.
Among the employees interviewed,
more were looking for work in 1994 than
in 1989 and the share of public sector
employment had declined from 297o to
26Vo,pivate sector employment stood at
57Vo.
Chapter 2 of the report outlines a
strategy based on an increased co-ordina-
tion between economic and structural
policies geared to improving the employ-
ment situation without, it is argued, cre-
ating a new class of working poor and
without giving up the ambitions for so-
cial protection. The pursuit of such a
strategy is a priority of the European
Union and is currently being implemented
as aresult ofthe Essen follow-up process.
The following are held to be the main
economic priorities: the creation and
maintenance of investment-led growth;
further progress towards price stability;
nominal wage developments compatible
with low inflation; and a progressive but
significant reduction in budget deficits.
It is equally important to increase the
employment content of economic growth.
The author argues this can best be
achieved by a change in relative factor
prices which encourages the use of la-
bour; a downward widening of the wage
scale; the reorganisation of working time
and patterns; and the promotion of local
initiatives.
Chapter 3 ofthe report focuses on the
viewpoint of employees on labour mar-
ket flexibility, and charts recent unem-
ployment trends and characteristics of
unemployed people across the Member
States. The views of employees on work-
ing time vary by country. While on the
whole workers would prefer to work
shorter hours, views are divided on the
question of the distribution of working
time and income. In countries particu-
hrly [ffected by high unemployment and
in countries where the redistribution of
working time is part of labour market
policy, employees would forgo nominal
wage increases for a reduction in work-
ing time. In the more prosperous Member
States opinionhas changed since the 1989
survey, and workers in 1994 showed them-
selves in favourof receivinghigher wages
rather than working shorter hours. The
decline in full-time workers wishing to
work part-time is attributed to the fact
that since the last survey many have
realised their wish to do so. The author
therefore argues that the number of those
working part-time against their will has
declined.
Chapter 4 of the report assesses the
potential foremployment in industry and
the retail trade. The report is fully an-
nexed with tables of results.
N'3. Available from: OfFrce for Official Publi-
cations of the European Community, L-2985 Lux-
embourg. EN.
Employment Outlook
oEcD (1egs)
The 1995 OECD Employment Outlook
contains chapters on recent labour mar-
ket developments and prospects; an analy-
sis of discouraged and involuntary part-
time workers; the public employment
service in Denmark, Finland and Italy;
profit sharing in OECD countries; and
long-term leave for parents in OECD
countries.
In its editorial the document looks at
ways of making labour market policies
more effective at reducing persistently
high rates of unemployment. It is argued
that measures need to be targeted specifi-
cally at goups particularly affected by
long-term unemployment, ie the less
skilled, the less educated and young peo-
ple. Unemployment continues to create
unacceptablyhigh costs in terms ofwasted
human resources and associated poverty,
thus seriously undermining social cohe-
sion. The OECD outlines what it consid-
ers to be the essential element in a strat-
egy which aims to reduce unemploy-
ment: an increase in the effectiveness of
active labour market policies. It argues
that despite the commitment made by
OECD Ministers in 1992 to shift labour
market policy expenditure towards the
promotion of active policies, this shift
has been disappointing since it was ham-
pered by the rise in unemployment fig-
ures and the ineffectiveness of some of
the policies instituted. The OECD per-
ceives one of the key factors in the suc-
cess of active labour market policies to
be the Public Employment Services.
While this service does not have full
responsibiliry for the implementation of
these policies in all countries, it does
perform an important co-ordinating func-
tion. The integration of the benefit allo-
cation, job search and placement func-
tions is vital to provide maximum sup-
port. The OECD has, and is continuing to
carq/ out, in-depth research on the nature
and effectiveness of Public Employment
Services, as well as their interrelation-
ship with private sector providers, who
have increasingly entered the market,
albeit against different legislative back-
grounds and with different levels of mar-
ket penetration. It adds its voice to the
call for more comparative research in this
area and the encouragement of active
policy learning, which is orchestrated by
recent CEC efforts.
Available from: OECD Publications, 2 rue
Andr6-Pascal, 75775 Paris Cedex 16. EN, FR.
TRANSFER
ETU| (1ess)
The journal I&AI/SFER was launched by
the European Trade Union lnstitute in
January 1995. In quarterly issues, it aims
to provide a better understanding of sig-
nificant developments in the field of in-
dustrial relations and European trade
union policy and seeks to stimulate the
dialogue between the European trade
union movement and the academic and
research community.
The first issue focused on the mod-
ernisation of trade unions in Europe and
contained contributions on Germany,
Denmark, the UK and Spain, as well as an
analysis ofthe changing role ofthe trade
unions in Europe. The second issue intro-
duces very timely contributions on the
issue of European Works Councils, fol-
lowing the adoption - under the Maastricht
social protocol - of the "European Works
Councils Directive" by the Social Affairs
Council in September 1994.It looks at
the long development phase of the Direc-
tive, which dates back to the legislative
attempt at the introduction of employee
information and consultation bodies in
European companies in the 1970s. The
journal presents the experience of exist-
-l'.
ing voluntary arrangements, analyses the
prospects for enactment of the Directive,
assesses the views of Member States with
existing arrangements for employee in-
formation and consultation and highlights
the necessity for training future Euro-
pean Works Council representatives. The
third issue focuses on labour relations
and trade unions in Central and Eastern
Ewopean Countries.
TRANSFER provides an informative
and stimulating addition to the limited
existing literature on industrial relations
and trade union policies in Europe.
Available from: ETUI, Boulevard Emile
Jacqmain 155, B-1210 Brussels. EN. (shon sum-
maries in DE, FR)
Unemployment in the European
Union
EUROSTAT (1995)
The most recent report on unemployment
figures in the European Union compiled
by EUROSTAT presents figures for Sep-
tember 1995. EUROSTAT estimates that
the seasonally adjusted unemployment
rate in the European Union for Septem-
ber was lO.SVo, thus remaining at the
same level as in July and August 1995.
Following a slow but gradual decline
from Spring 1994 to the beginning of
Summer 1995, the European unemploy-
ment rate has remained static since July.
The levelling out affects men and women,
and young persons equally. The highest
rate of unemployment was registered in
Spain (22.27o) followed by Finland
(17.07o). The lowest rates were found in
Luxembourg (3.8%o) and the Netherlands
(6.6?o in August 1995).
Available from: Office for Official Publica-
tions of the European Community, L-2985 Luxem-
bourg. EN, DE, ES, FR, IT.
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Spain
as follows: Firstly, the participation rate
has increased, due to higher female activ-
ity, as has the educational level of the
working population. Secondly, some im-
portant changes in the composition of
employment have taken place; employ-
ment in services and construction have
increased (70Vo of total employment),
temporary workers represent 35Vo of to-
tal employees and white-collar workers
have increased by more than657o during
the last decade. Thirdly, unemployment
has become higher amongst women and
people over 55 and lower amongst young
people. Finally, the evolution of real
wages and labour productivity has been
unusual during the period 1986-93, as
although the average annual rate of wage
increases was near zero, labour produc-
tivity actually rose faster than in other
European countries.
All ofthese changes can be explained
by taking into account various factors,
three of which appear to be particularly
relevant: aggregate demand and macro-
economic policies; sectoral policies; and
legal regulation of the labour market.
Therefore, the best way to evaluate the
impact of Spanish integration on the la-
bour market is to analyse how these three
factors have been modified as a conse-
quence of integration into the EU. The
author concludes that none of these fac-
tors have been substantively modified by
this event.
The last part of this article aims to
determine the future evolution of unem-
ployment in the face of Monetary Union.
The author's main forecast is that unem-
ployment will remain oyer 20Vo, due to
the fact that in order to diminish this rate
it would necessitate that the Spanish
economy grows faster than those of other
European Union members, and this is not
compatible with the fixed exchange rate
imposed by Monetary Union.
Revistas Economistas No 66-67. Available
from: Colegio de Economistas de Madrid, Flora 1,
28013 Madrid. ES.
Espafia, 1994. Economia, trabaio y
sociedad. Memoria sobre la
situaci6n socioecon6mica y tabora!
(Spain, 1994. The Economy, Work
and Society. Report on the Socio-
economlc and Labour Situation)
coNSEJo ecolt6tutco y soctAl (199s)
This is the second of an annual report by
the Social and Economic Council, which
contains the global opinion of the Coun-
cil about the socio-economic and labour
situation in Spain. The structure of this
report is similar to the previous one,
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Unl6n Europea y paro espa6ol:
eexlste alguna relaci6n? (European
Unlon and Spanish Unemployment:
ls There Any Relationshlp?)
JTMENO JF (1995)
To coincide with the l0th anniversary of
Spain joining the European Union, the
'Colegio de Economistas de Madrid' (a
professional association of economists
fromrthe Madrid region) published a spe-
cial issue of itsreview Economistas atmed
at assessing the economic consequences
of integration.
The articles are divided into two sec-
tions. Firstly, they refer to the overall
economic situation and its general fea-
tures, and secondly, they study sectoral
activities and specific economic sectors.
Jimeno's article is part of the former
section. It tries to determine the effect on
the labour market of Spanish integration
into the European Union. He evaluates,
in particular, the importance of integra-
tion, and the response to this event from
social agents, government and public ad-
minidtration. Jimeno also tries to explain
and dlarify past trends and the foresee-
able future of the Spanish labour market.
The article begins by describing the
most relevant changes observed in the
Spanish labour market during the last
decade. The changes can be summarised
1
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published in1994 which referred to 1993
(see TRENDS Bulletin 21 for further de-
tails). It is divided into three chapters
with a final conclusion. The first chapter
is a global approach to the SPanish
economy, analysing relevant points, such
as the recent evolution of investment and
consumption, public debt, and inflation.
The second chapter contains a complete
analysis of labour market and employ-
ment policies as well as industrial rela-
tions. The third covers quality of life and
social protection issues.
During 1993, the Spanish economy
reached the end of the recession and
during 1994, a new phase of recovery
started. Despite this, the three main prob-
lems of the Spanish economy still re-
main: unemployment, inflation and pub-
lic debt.
The report emphasises the labour mar-
ket's present situation and its evolution
h 1994. This year was characterised by
crucial changes: although employment
continued to decrease during the first
nine months, in the last quarter this trend
reversed. One of the most relevant changes
during 1994 was the increase in impor-
tance of female employment, which suf-
fered less than male employment during
the crisis. Another point to highlight is
the increasing proportion of temporary
work, especially among women and
young people. For the fust time since the
end of 1991, there was no increase in the
unemployment rate due to the evolution
of participation and employment. De-
spite this, the unemployment rate was
still 7.47o higher than in 1993. At the
same time the number of people receiv-
ing unemployment benefits notably de-
creased. Occupational change by socio-
economic status, age, sex or education
was also analysed. Transitions in the
labour market studied referred to type of
contract, as well as industrial relations.
ln 1994 an important regulatory reform
took place in the Spanish labour market
which has also been studied in the report.
Colecci6n Memarias No 2. Available from:
Consejo Econ6mico y Social, Huertas 73, 28014
Madrid. ES.
The lncldence of Household
Characterlstlcs on Labour
Declslons: The Case of SPaln
cEBRdN I AND MoRENo G (199s)
A review of recent economic history
shows that unemployment and the solu-
The paperby,ltmano, aleadlng macro'6?,onomist andlabour marketexpefi, takesthe
vlew,whichatpltcyleveltsnotwldespeadorveryWUlaLthatth@needfortheSpanish
ecanomy ta grow faster than fts European partners. may be tn3ompatlble wtlh its
membershlp of Eurapean Monetary llnion. Yetthisview is ln linewith vadouseryfis'
reparlsand,inparticutar,withhevlewof theCEPHgrwp(seeTRENDSBulletlnNo2l).
However, thb tact that unemploymerrt ls not perceivd as a real prohlem, boyand the
usualdeclarailons,possibtybecauselnsplteaf ltbeingsohigh,itdoesnatcrealeseious
poliltcal or soctal prablems, reduces the chances of thls vtew becoming malnsteam. ln.
Wend,thelssuelsapottttcalcholcebetweenwhattncreaslnglyappearstobepercefued
as a lradeotf befueen reducing unemplayment or belng a futl member of the Monetary
lJnion, therehy neeting the Maastricht crtterla.
The Economtc and Swlat Counc4l Raport reprcsonts atemarlqble efiott by social
Wrtuere {the main components ot the Council) to provlde Spanlsh eoctety wlth a far'
reachlng iibcument, whlch ls bound to be, once agaln, Standard reference fiatelal for
anyon7 iilerested in thesituatlon and avOlutlon of tha Spanlsh economy and, mosl
fiOtabty, iE tabour markel, This yeals Raport locuses on vartols newlssges, includlng
tte measuremenit Of unsfiployfiIant And emploryont and, most of all, litbour maket
reform, whlch provides a recunlng themo tot the analysls'
Flnally, Cabridn aml Moreno's paper approaches labour markel problems fram a
househotd Wrcpectlve" Their novet analysis Wavldes insighb into the ditferences in
partlctpattonandunemploymentamongthadifferentWEof ho4sehold;thusPrwiding
a vory 1tgniltcant tnsight tnto Spantsh unomployment, wrhich lncreasingly requires the
adoptionof such apetapective lf onelstoexplainthepaffistenceotunemploymentand,
as already maftttonM, lts apparcnt lack of wtal and political wnseguanee,s.
sis tries to implement a model aimed at
studying the implications of such typol-
ogy. The available data set for this pur-
pose is the Spanish Labour Force Survey
(Encuesta de Poblaci6n Activa: EPA)
conducted quarterly by the National Sta-
tistical Institute (INE).
There are at least two relevant results:
the first shows the important concentra-
tion of unemployment in households of a
couple with adult children and is clearly
related to youth and female unemploy-
ment and the necessity of political inter-
vention to correct them. The second points
out the dependence between the employ-
ment status of the couple, meinly when
they have low levels of education. Nev-
ertheless, the woman is usually inactive,
although this situation tends to change
the younger she is, in which case the
highest probability is that both members
of the couple are employed.
labourYol9, No 2, Summer 1995. Available
from: Blackwell Publishers, 108 Cowley Road,
Oxford OX4 lJF. EN.
tion to it have become a permanent ob-
session of European economies, and es-
pecially so ofthe Spanish governing bod-
ies, which are culrently facing unem-
ployment figures of over 20Vo.The par-
ticipation rate of some groups is chang-
ing, notably of younger PeoPle and
women, and certain unemployed work-
ers tend to remain unemployed, forming
specific social groups and household
models. Labour market participation de-
pends on several factors: frstly, indi-
vidual personal characteristics (age, sex,
qualifications); secondly, existing oppor-
tunities in the labour market, and finally,
the characteristics of the family unit, for
example, the woman's decision to join
the worKorce, and to remain in it, de-
pends upon the specific characteristics of
her partner as well as on parenthood.
This work presents an analysis of the
effect of family relationships on indi-
viduals' employment decisions as well as
on their position in the labour market.
Two different types of analyses are car-
ried out. Firstly, the authors attempt to
identify the type ofhouseholds mostchar-
acteristic in Spanish society in order to
select the main categories of where most
people live. They can then study the
decisions about labour market participa-
tion as well as the incidence of unem-
ployment upon them. The second analy-
Comment
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Makro6konomische und sektorale
Au$wlrkungen elner
umlreltorlentierten
En4rglebesteuerung ln Osterrelch
(The Macroeconomlc and Sectorat
tfipact ol the lntroductlon of an
Energy Tax ln Austrla)
KOPPL A, KRATENA K, PIoHL c, ScHEBEoK F,
SCHLEToHER s, wOGER M (1ees)
The taxation ofenergy has been a topic of
national and international debate for some
timq. The aim of this study is to analyse
the bconomic impact of the introduction
of ap energy tax in Austria. It seeks to
assess the impact of such a tax on eco-
nomic growth and the labour market, as
well as on inflation and the rate of unem-
ployrnent, the budgetary deficit and the
ba,lance of payments. It also assesses its
likelfi effect on different sectors.
The impact analysis is carried out on
the basis of an adapted WIFO
(Wirtschaftsforschungsinstitut) model
whiqh was integrated into an input-out-
put rpodel. These models allow a calcu-
lation of the impact of different variants
of energy tax. The time-span covered by
the simulation was 1988-1992 and, the
baseline data used was actual perform-
ance data from this period.
The most commonly envisaged form
of energy tax is based on progressive
taxation at the level of the final consumer
with special exemptions applying to in-
dustry in the frst few years. The EU draft
directive was used to define these ex-
emptions. Compensation for businesses
woultl be in the form of lower non-wage
costs as well as the provision of special
assis[ance from a fund designed to en-
courage investment in more efficient uses
of energy.
A cautious assessment of the results
of the model simulation show both GDP
and employment to be higher with, rather
than without the tax at the end of the
period covered (by 0.47o). A compensa-
tory lgwering of non-wage costs prevents
the slowing of growth which would have
taken place in the uncompensated sce-
nariof because the higher costs accrued to
businbsses as a result ofthe energy tax are
compensated by the lowering of non-
wage costs.
The lfitroductlon of an enbrgytax is a mwh debatedtaptcln the economlcpollcy arena.
Asitbeamesdeatthatan EUwldalntrMuetionof such atax lsdifficuftandcurrentryonty
an option for the dlstant future, there ara those who want to see tfie lntrodaatlan of same
fotm of anvlronment tat< in Austria only. At tha forctront otthesa debates are concems
about the impaet of such a lavy on lndtvidual sectors, aN particutarty thcr;e wtth high
ensrw@nsumption. The WIFO study is alirst attemptatquantifyingtheeconomic and
Iabour market impact of tha introductlon of an energy tax. The introduction of an energy
taxwouldcloartyonlygenenatepositlvegrowthandemploymenteffedsffitcoineldedwtth
a decreasein labourcosts, and partof the raveruB goneraledwere usedtolmprovethe
diffusion of energy efltcient technologles. lftha tax is merely used to consolidate pubtlc
flnancas - ag was enutsaged by the previous govemment - no gnvironmentally sustainable
grovvth prrcess can be expec,ted.
The annualstructuralReryrtonthe labourmarketproducedbythesynthesis lnstitute
prcvidas animpoftantanalytialtooltogaugethe causes of certain developmentsinthe
conbrt of employment and unemployment. The strength of this report lies in the
assassment of tho dpdfitcs of labour market trends, lt measuras in and outflowa as well
as the effect af the ovarall economic conbrt on hbour market proeesses. lt highllghts tho
ditferentlated eflects of the 1 N4 sconomlc boom on the labour market and the coinoiding
incrEasad momentum in the process of structural change.
. The discussions on raislngthe age ol retlrement aru an important partof the political
debateinAustia.Thefundlngof retirementpensionsbecomesincreasingtydifticuftasthe
number of recipients lncreases and tho number of contributors faile which has led the
govemment and the seiat partners to denand an increase in the retirement age. The
papar by W1rister provldes far the ftrst time a amprehenslve summary ol att stattstlcat
data on the pension system. tt is also confi6m6d with the sociat poticy imptications of the
different approacfies used ta llmlt the number of early retirements, which thus far lnva
boen glwn hadequate attention.
The lowering ol unit labour cos&., whidt the Whfte Paper as well as the Es86n
*nelusions percelve as a stlmulantfor reeruitment, is not an imporhnt topic of polltial
dsbate ln Austria. So far thls has not bean consldered ifiportant because ufiil the earty
1990s unit labour co6te w#$ on a par wlth the European averag@. Howevet the most
raaeflt daW on unlt labour cost show that thq competltiveneas of Austrlan industry has
deteriorateddnmaticallyasarcsultotunfavourableaxdtangentedevelopmenE, inspile
of above avenga lnueases ln productlvlg. Prxsure on the achlevement of praductlv$
galnslstheraforelikelytomountandthescopeforwageandlncomaspatlctesvulllbecome
increasingly limited.
The Austrtan Labour Mai<et Service has in recent times commlssloned a ntsnber of
evaluatlon studies oftthe impact of active labourmarketpolicyinstrumefits. Vthila such
measl,fies ate usually foun! to be effecilve, polilical debate cent.es around the lssue of
whether these posuve lmpacts could have been achisv@d wlth or wlthout more llmtted
maasures. This comparative study of sampte gra*pe of tong-term unemployed lndtviduals
whohavaorwttohavenottakenpattlnsuchmeasures,showsthatbeneftcialeffect ware
adtleved well beyond what could have been expected wlthout such support.
In a scenario where the reduction in
non-wage costs fully compensates the
rising cost incurred by the new energy
tax, GDP would be reducedby -O.2Vo and
employment by 10,000. It can therefore
be shown that a connection between tax
revenues and an increasing diffusion of
energy efficient technologies can pro-
vide important impulses for growth and
investment.
Available from: Osterreichisches Institut fiir
Wirtschaftsforschung, Posfach 91, A- 1 103 Wien.
DE.
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Berlcht Arbeltsmarkt 1994:
Struktunrande! lm Aufschwung
(Report on the Labour Market 1994:
Structural Change Durlng
Economlc Recovery)
rn0Hsrocx e, HUDEC M, LOFFLER R,
NEUDORFER P, SENN C, URBANEK C, WAGNER
M (1ess)
This report on Austrian labour market
trends for the year 1994 assesses data
from the unemployment insurance ben-
efit fund. Since 9O7o of those registered
with the Labour Market Service receive
unemployment benefit, this structural
analysis can provide a representative pic-
ture of the problem of unemployment in
Austria. In conjunction with other data
sets, this enables an analysis ofthe devel-
opment of unemployment in the context
of overall economic and employment
trends.
The level of unemployment is usually
measured as an annual average. This
structural report, however, also measures
the inflow and outflow from the unem-
ployment register which allows a fairly
reliable estimate of the number of indi-
viduals affected by unemployment over
the year. It is shown that in 1994 an
annual average 215,000 individuals were
unemployed. However, during the same
period a total of 613,000 individuals were
affected at least once by unemployment.
An analysis of data on the receipt of
unemployment benefit and emergency
assistance provides an indication of in-
come levels during periods of unemploy-
ment. These f,tgures show that, as in other
countries, unemployment entails a re-
duction in disposable household income.
Half of those claiming unemployment
benefit received a monthly income of
Iess than 19,069 ATS prior to losing their
jobs. Similarly, 5OVo of female unem-
ployed claimants received less than 7,268
ATS per month, with the median for men
being slightly higher at 9,733 ATS. These
figures highlight the fact that the low
paid are more at risk of unemployment
than those in higher income brackets.
Available from: Synthesis-Forschungs-
gesellschaft, Kolingasse 9, A-1090 Wien. DE.
Zur Anhebung des Penslonsalters
(The Raising of the Retlrement Age)
woRrsrER K (1ess)
This contribution assesses the causes for
the fall in the average age of retirement
and discusses the political debate cen-
tring around the desire to raise the age of
retirement. Average pension age fell from
60 to 57 years between the mid-1970s
and 1987 and has since stabilised. The
fall was particularly dramatic amongst
craftsmen and farmers. Differences be-
tween men and women are only mar-
ginal, in spite of the fact that there are
five years between the official retirement
ages. In 1993 women on average retired
at the age of 57 while men retired at 58.
ln the same yeat 63c/o of early retirement
pensions were invalidity pensions.
It is here that the author argues changes
need to be made, such as the introduction
of a partial invalidity pension. Early re-
tirement pensions need to be rendered
more flexible. This would allow older
workers continued participation in the
labour market but it is heavily dependent
on the creation of less arduous and part-
time employment. Another possible way
of increasing the pension age would be to
attach a penalty to early retirement pen-
sions. However, from a social policy
point of view it would be questionable if
such penalties were to apply equally to
invalidity pensions and to early retire-
ments due to long-term unemployment,
since this would have more effect on the
poorer sections of society.
Available from: Arbeiterkammer Wien, z. Hd.
Mag. Karl W6rister, Prinz-Eugen-Str. 20, A-lC/.l
Wien. DE.
Verschlechterung der
Wettbewerbsf 6ih I g keit trotz
sin kender Lohnst[ickkosten
(Decltning Competitiveness DesPite
Lower Unit Labour Costs)
GUGER A (19s5)
This paper analyses the changing posi-
tion of the Austrian economy in a com-
parison of international unit labour cost.
Over the short period of time since Sep-
tember 1992, exchange rate imbalances
have caused substantial shifts in the in-
ternational hierarchy ofunit labour cost.
ln 1994 one working hour in Austrian
industry cost 248 ATS. This figure com-
prised 125.20 ATS performance related
pay and 122.80 ATS non-wage labour
cost. In an international comparison Aus-
trian direct labour costs are very low
while its social cost (98.l%o of direct
salary), is very high. Together with Ger-
many, Swizerland and Belgium, Austria
is one of the countries with the highest
wage costs. Austrian wages in industry
are l2Vo higher than the EU average.
In the 1980s Austrian industry was
able to compensate the exchange rate-
induced relative rise in wage costs with
above average increases in productivity,
thus improving its position in the interna-
tional league table ofunit labour costs. In
the 1990s the situation changed, and de-
spite continuing increases in productiv-
ity (4.9Vo per year), Austrian industry
was unable to compensate for exchange
rate turbulence. Relative unit labour cost
increased by halfa percent in excess ofits
trade partners and other EU Member
States since 1990 (on the basis of a com-
mon currency).
ln 1994 unit labour cost in Austrian
industry fell by 3.67o dlue to a levelling
out of wage increases and high rates of
productivity growth achieved by stream-
lining the workforce. Nevertheless, Aus-
tria's international competitive position
continued to deteriorate, as the decline in
unit labour cost was even greater among
its main competitors. Amongst the trade
partners, unit labour costs were on aver-
age3.9Vo lower and among EU countries
4.5Vo lower than in 1993.
Available from: dsterreichisches Institut ftir
Wirtschaftsforschung, Postfach 91, A-1 103 Wien.
DE.
Vergleich der Elerbsverlaufe von
Gef6rderten der Aktlon 8000 und
von nlcht gef6rderten Arbeltslosen
(A Comparlson Befrileen the Labour
Market Experlences of Those
Supported Under Actlon 8000 and
the Unsupported Unemployed)
LECHNER F, REITER W, HIESENFELDER A
(1 ses)
In the discussion on the effectiveness of
labour market programmes, the question
is always asked, whether the observed
employment effects would not have oc-
curred without such subsidies. This ques-
tion is pursued in the study by L&R
Sozialforschung, which compares the
labour market experiences of previous
participants of Action 8000 (see TRENDS
10
Billletin 23 for further information on
Adtion 8000) with a comparable sample
ofrregistered unemployed people who
did not participate in a labour market
programme. The study shows that previ-
ous participants of this labour market
measure fared much better in their later
employment experiences, in terms of
employment and salary outcomes. lndi-
viduals previously supported under Ac-
tion 8000 move from l7.6Vo arrwtal la-
bour market participation to 62.37o.T\is
iseof 44.7Vo compares with arise of only
5.97o for those not participating in a la-
bour market measure (sample selection
generated a control group with similar
characteristics, however their average
annual labour market participation rate
was higher at 49.9Vo). An analysis of the
factors influencing this improvement in
labour market experiences shows that
participation in the measure, together with
previous employment record were the
most important factors. Barriers to em-
ployment such as lack of training, dis-
ability, age, long absences from em-
ployment due to pregnancy and parent-
hood were effectively reduced by Action
8000.
Available from: L&R Sozialforschung,
Neustiftgasse l7 16, A-lO7O Wien. DE.
in a comparative European framework:
employment protection legislation, un-
employment benefit systems and wage
bargaining arrangements. The author
stresses the relative rigidity of both em-
ployment protection legislation and sys-
tems of wage determination which per-
sisted until the early 1990s and describes
subsequent moves towards greater flex-
ibiliry since the turn of the decade. He
also underlines the inequity ofthe Italian
unemployment benefit system which is
very generous to some workers and less
generous to others, depending on the
sector and size of the firm they work in.
His account of recent changes towards
greater flexibility of labour relations and
wage bargaining highlights the lack of
comprehensive reform of Italian labour
market regulation. Although changes
have been introduced, it has been in a
piece-meal and inconsistent fashion and
the main inconsistencies of the Italian
labour market have not been corrected.
Available from: Journals Marketing, Blackwell
Publishers, 108 Cowley Road, Oxford OX4 lJF.
EN.
L'Economia ltaliana dagll Anni 70
agliAnnl 9O (The ltallan Economy
from the 70s to the 90s)
PVZU\FR(ED) (1994)
This book provides an analysis of the
structure and dynamics of the Italian
Italy
Dlsoccupazione e Offerta dl Lavoro
Potenzlale in ltalia ne! Baennlo
1992-1993 (Unemployment and
Polentlal Labour Supply in ltaly
Between 1992-1993)
MONDUCCT B (1995)
This Working Paper is part of a series
produced by ISTAT, the Italian National
Statistical Institute. The author discusses
the October 1992 revision to the defini-
tion of unemployment, following
ELIROSTAT guidelines. Using 1992193
labourforce survey data, Monducci analy-
ses and compares the structure and dy-
namics of two different concepts of un-
employment which can be distinguished
by the timing of jobsearch activities:
potential unemployment (the Italian defi-
nition, which includes those individuals
who had undertaken job search activities
more than 30 days prior to interview),
and active unemployment (the
ELTROSTAT definition, which includes
individuals who had actively looked for
employment on at least one occassion
during the 30 days before interview). The
author also considers the inflows and
oudlows from unemployment statistics
whiQh occurred between 1992193 using
panel data from the labour force survey.
The report argues that the
EURIOSTAT unemployment indicator is
mord suited to detecting short-term dy-
namics in the labour market. The Italian
definition of unemployment, on the other
hand is a better indicator of the structural
aspects of the under-utilisation of human
resources. Long-term unemployment
forms a large component of unemploy-
ment and the highest concentration of
such unemployment is to be found in
Southern Italy.
Potential unemployment, as well as a
selective demand for jobs is more wide-
spread among those with a less disadvan-
taged family background, since this group
is made up mainly of secondary job seek-
ers (spouses and children).
Potential unemployment fi gures show
greater inflows and outflows between
different labour market status' due to the
alternating nature of more active labour
search and a weakening of search efforts.
Active unemployment presents instead a
greater stability within the unemploy-
ment status.
Available from: DGEN/C, ISTAT, via C.Balbo
16, 00184 Roma. IT
Labour Market lnstitutions and
Flexlbllity ln ltaly
DEMEKAS D (1995)
Demekas provides an interesting, con-
cise account oflabour market regulations
and their effect on the level of flexibiliry
in ltaly and compares these with other
European countries. The paper considers
three main systems of labour market in-
tervention and their recent development
11
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economy since the 1970s, with particular
reference to the period during which
Italy was part of the EMS (1979-1992).
The 1980s brought a change ofdirec-
tion to the Italian economy. Membership
of the EMS was supported both for inter-
nal and external reasons. On the external
side, it was determined by the high level
of international integration reached by
the ttalian economy; on the internal side,
considerations linked to the credibility
of low inflation policies were important
factors.
In the frst half of the 1980s ESF rules
were less stringent and membership of
the EMS favoured the Italian economy,
which suffered from relatively low rates
of growth. These favourable monetary
conditions, however, were not fully uti-
lised to improve the structural function-
ing of the Italian economy and its com-
petitive capacity. When the conditions
for European economic integration be-
came more stringent, the structural short-
comings of the Italian economy ledto the
exchange rate crisis of 1992193, and the
exit from the EMS merely served to
highlight the difficulties facing the Ital-
ian economy in accomplishing the
Maastricht rules.
This book analyses the problems fac-
ing Italy in the process of European
integtation. It is organised in six parts'
each conCaining papers by different au-
thors. The first and second part consider
the Italian position within the interna-
tional context, with special attention
being paid to the Italian experience in the
European Monetary System. The third
part analyses the relationship between
the state, the market and society in Italy,
highlighting the mistrust of Italian soci-
ety in political and economic choices
and the effect ofthe privatisation process
on the welfare state.
The fourth part presents a discussion
of the labour market, with particular
attention being paid to wage outcomes
and income distribution issues. The fifth
part relates to the sectoral structure of the
Italian production system, looking at fi-
nancing mechanisms and economic rela-
tions between different sectors. Macro-
economic policies are considered in part
six, with particular attention being paid
to taxation and agricultural policies.
Available from: McGraw Hill Libri Italia Srl.
Piazza. Emilia 5,20129 Milano. IT.
The paper by Monduui provides an interesting analys$ of labour fore data and the
difterentdefinlfionsof unomptoyment, notonlyfu,tems dlhelraffaot onthe unemploy-
ment trlte aid #tus on tlw poslfion of ltaty in the intemational mntexl but also in analyelng
tha dlftererrt cfnractelsfie of the structure and dynanhs wlthin the economic rycle ol
thes6lilfarcht aorEdpts of unomployment. The debate on the'corad deftnltlon ot
un1mployfilent and on the voluntary-involUntary oomponant of iL has heen very aotive in
Italy slnce tho 1 960s: ltwas adapted atfie end of th€ etghtes, whan the decision to adopl
the EIJRO$TATdafrnlttonwas consldered by ISTAL Now ISTAT provldas batth deftni'
tlons: the more timitad one used by EURO$TAT dnd thewider deflnltlon used traditionally
tn ttaty.The paper provldes a good ldtcation of what can be learnt afuut the nature ol
u n em p I oym ant by tl,n s I d e t ng d tff o re nt d afi nid o n s.
Tha ardcle by Demelas is a padiiitaly useful ssurce farforelgn resaarchers as it
prwttlasanEngtishaooountafthettallansttuationlromtheprspectiveof acomm@ntator
Wttosoviellttsarcnotbtlnkeredbybqtngifirfiwsedinf,altalianpolicydebate.Theauthofs
account otltaltaft labour maket regulation clearly and cortclsely summartses different
saurc*s of infonnation, The autho/s argument that there should bs a comprehenslve
relormaf ltdiantabourmarketregulffiontseuppoiedbyftalianlabourmarkatexpeftsand
pracfitioners.
The book byPtzutl €f-at ts usafut becwee tt atemptsthefhstcomprehenslvs critical
anatysl$ otthe evolutlon of the ltallan economy slneethe 1970s, The auhars are allwell
knoum ttulian xonomists and the papers presented are wetl relerenced aN provide a
critical assessment of each tssr1. The aufrrors sharc a cummon view and approach with
conc1rn the conseruative stancg adopted more racenfry ln lwlan smlety. The main
shortounings of ffie baok are lhe lnadequate conslderation of tte issues sunoundlng
reglonatdualismsandthedevetopmentalprobtemsfactngSouthem ltaly. Adiscussionof
the eftacts of tha decislon to ioln the EMS and othet economlc policles or, #gional
dua!'nms shoutd have been tncludod in ordet to cfrmplete tln analysls of the ltalian
e@Nmy.
ThepaperbydtNaseanddtMarcaprovidesan lnterestlngcontrlbutiantathedobafe
onthe djrnrauraglngaffects of emptayer eadalaocurity eontrhutlons on new hirings.
The Redlstrlbutlve Effect of the Tax
Wedge ln ltaly
Dt BtAsE R, Dl MARCO M (1995)
This paper presents an original set of
microdata on the tax wedge, obtained by
using the micro simulation model
Icaxmod, developed at ISPE (Institute for
Srudies on Economic Planning). These
data are used to measure the different
components of the tax wedge and their
impact on total labour cost. The calcula-
tion of tax wedges for different income
brackets has been explored in two ways.
The frst is related to the differing weights
of the components of the tax wedge on
labour costs. Social security contribu-
tions are very high even for wage e:trners
in the lowest income brackets (in 7992,
the estimated tax wedge was more than
44Vo of total labour cost even in the
second decile oflabour cost). It is argued
that this might discourage both labour
supply and labour demand across the
entire spectrum of deciles of cost of
labour. The second line ofresearch stud-
ies the impact of personal income taxes
and employee social security contribu-
tions on gross earnings, under the main-
tained hypothesis that these two compo-
nents of the tax wedge are shouldered by
the employees. The effects of the changes
that occured from 1989 to 1992 in the
fiscal treatment of gross earnings show
that the policy-makers intention of in-
creasing revenues without departing too
much from equity has largely been
achieved in the use of personal income
tax schemes, mainly because of the ad-
justment in the size of tax credits. How-
ever, the simultaneous cut in family al-
lowances worked in the opposite direc-
tion. This validates the concern that the
set of measures used to sustain household
income needs to be co-ordinated in a
more rational framework.
Iabour, Volume 9, No 2, Summer 1995, Avail-
able from: BlackwellPublishers, 108 Crowley Road,
Oxford OX4 lJF. EN.
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DQtermlnanten van zelfstandlg
ondernemerschap (Determinants ol
Sdlt-Employment)
B4S J, HoEVEN W H M vd, VERHOEVEN w H J
(1 995)
fie central aims of this research report
vqre to assess how the number of self-
enployed people in the Netherlands, and
the volume of economic activity gener-
atdd by this section of the labour market
compared with that of other OECD coun-
tries. It also sought to analyse how these
differences could be explained. In order
to pe able to define the relevant explana-
tory variables for the level of enrepre-
qeurship, and to present an overview of
related government policies in eight
OECD countries, the authors carried out
dn extensive review of available litera-
ture. Estimates performed on the basis of
the theoretical framework generated by
these means showedtlat acountly's GDP
per capita; its level of unemployment as
a percent4ge of the labour force; its in-
dustrial structure; and the size of the
copnbry were important factors condi-
tiohing the level of self-employed activ-
ity.The extent of urbanisation was found(o be negatively related to the overall
number of self-employed workers.
An assessment of policies seeking to
encourage self-employment in the eight
countries under study revealed that as-
sistance for business start-up was the
most fiequently employed policy option.
This was usually achieved through the
provision of facilities for obtaining infor-
mQtion, advice and consultation, and cer-
taih forms of subsidised loans. The sec-
onp area on which government attention
is focused is the promotion of exports,
followed by policies to enhancejob crea-
tion. Relatively little attention is paid to
tra,ining and education and the possibili-
iies for subcontracting. Of the countries
under study, France has the most exten-
sive policy framework of specific meas-
ur0s in favour of self-employment. The
f.l{therlands and Belgium have a rela-
tiiply modest policy framework in this
fidtd.
Available from: Sdu DOP, Postbus 30405,2500
GI{ Den Haag. NL.
9*tf'employment ts belngj viewed as lncreaslngly vftat for tha creatlon and maintenanae
of aconomieprospdrity and torthe erealloh of new Jobs. Many European govemments
havetakanmaasurdstoencou',Elgesetfemployment,mainlythroughasslstancelorsmall
business creatlon and the European commlsslon has abo frequently htghltghted the
lfiportanc€ of srfia# and mflium sized entetprises ktr business creiatlan, Rerept
research on the ndture of Job groufrt by tha organisattan for strateglc Labour Martet
Research (OSA) shows that favourable matket prcsryctr and an adequate entrepra-
neulalctimatehavaaposftlve lmpactonlhe numberof newbusinasscreations, andthat
sound preparatloni and systematlc aperatlons lncrease the liketlhoad of surulvat. The
studyby Bais, Van derHoeven andVerhoevenprovldes abaslctheorettcatframewark
capablo of expanslon As fre authors str6ss, an extenlion af tha set of panat dalm is
neessaryforfututareeearf,.ttoefigurethatdamographicdevelapments,sacial, cutturat
and psychological facto$ can also be lncludad ln the equatian. A measurement of the
effeclivsnesr of govemment policles in stimulating new entrepreneurctip could nat bo
performed on the basb af data @ttscted for this study, but would dtso doserue lurther
attanfron ln data collocffon and rcsearch,
Slncethelate filAs,tha supplysideollhalapourmarkethas receivadinneidarabte
attentionbecausaotthatowpa@lationmtesintlmasof lncreasingemployment More
recently, hwever, attention has shitted towardsthe demad *lde. At the beginning of the
research prolect canied out by Van dat Hoeven and Verhoeven, there War oomq
unwrlainty aver the availabll'rty and valua of demand slde data. Sfafrbffcs Nefhsr/ands
(CE9) had *ased lo pubtish data on the "demagraphf of flrms tn l9B7 beause of
deflnilion-rel*edprohlems.ThelongttudtnalanagsesrequlredpanetdalawhichtheCBs
could n ot provlde (dw to dala Fota{ttut dn d €ampt*rel ated prob lems). Eventuatty, daia
from the chambers of commerce were used and toppad w wlth addltlonal lnteruiews,
Nevertheless, llwas not possible to answer all research questlons. Research by the
OECD for fts 'Employment Omlook' al#o met wtth dlfficutties when gatheilng and
preparing the data for analysls.
The report by Van der Hoeven and Verlrceven provides a desulptlon of the
development of W creation anct W /osses as well as a partial instght into the'
olrcumstances and conditions for these pracesses, Tha maln conoluslon vhicn can oe
drawn f rom thatr stttly ls that a generat employment poticy can onfi be effective ff it titil.{
up with amployers' gtowti strdtegies.
tabourmarketproiedlons inthe Netherlands (ilketltose presented WffieOrganisa-
tlonfor Strataglc lsbaur Market Rosearch) usually do not lnclude a reglonat perspec{we.
For the regional bureaus af tha Publlc Emplaym*nt Seruice, however, tnformation on
posslble future reglonal devetopments is vltdt to lnform pollcy plannlng. The centrat
Emplaryent Boad publidhes reglonal labour market studles on a ragutar basls. prog-
nosessince l994areextondedwithyeartydmesedes'forkeyvariableslike labourforce,
lobs, commuting and the number of unemptoyed jab-seekets,
The trend touard$ grcater hbour market flexlblllty and European Commlsslon
supWt fot lhe secto..al s@lal dlatogue have resulted tn a growlng intorest in the rote ot
the soclal partners. The consequences of and responslblllty forcollective agr*ments,
mMerata wage developments, agreemgnte on frainlng, and meaeures targ#ted at
reduclngunemploymentforcpectalgroupslnthelabaurmarket, areuderdt*ueslon. A
compantive analysis of the dlffarent deflnltlons used tor tha measuralrant of the degree
of corporatl*m dartftes the pas$lble content of the term. Cbvers and Van Veen present
the findtngs'of their own em$rtcd ro**alch. same ol the shortcomings found ln tha
studiesthq compwed are avoided, for example, by using more recentmaterial and by
comparingthetesultsfordifferentdetinitions.Theinstitutionatandwonomicdilterences
between the OECD nountrc. thdt partly accaunt for tho diverglng economic perlorm-
ancesof cauntriasare nottaken lnto@nsidaptbn. Tha Nattvgwelghtof lhg influence
af gavemmbnt epanditure and taxes (rolative to GDP) on tha dna h*td, and ffia
centralisatlon ol lahour ralatlons on the other hand is a tepic for furthor resaarch.
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Greatle en teloorgang van
arbeldsplaalsen (C reation and Loss
of Employment)
HOEVEN W H M VAN DER, VERHOEVEN W H J
(1ee4)
This report investigates the level and
structure of employment growth in the
Netherlands. It concentrates on the hid-
den dynamics of employment creation.
The objective of the study was to exam-
ine in which sectors employment was
created, in which sectors it was lost, and
the conditions under which growth takes
place. Data used are from the Association
of Chambers of Commerce (EnquArc
Regionale Bedrffionnvikkeling 1987-
1992 and Mutatiebalans van het
Handelsre gister I 987 - I 992). Changes in
the number of firms are analysed, taking
into account recently established firms as
well as bancruptcies and the consequences
of this change for employment.
Futhermore, the study reports on the
natality and mortality of firms and on
employment trends. The authors con-
clude that employment creation appears
to be the result of a number of develop-
ments and business objectives. Besides
output growth and favourable profitabil-
ity assessments, market orientation and
strategic operations were found to deter-
mine the growth strategy of a firm, and,
therefore the future of a company. Fa-
vourable market prospects and an ad-
equate entrepreneurial climate also had a
positive impact on the number of new
business creations, and sound prepara-
tion and systematic operation increased
the likelihood of survival.
Available from: Sdu DOP, Rooseveltstraat 52-
56,2312 BM Leiden. NL.
Reglonale Arbeldsmarktprognose
1995-2000 (Regional Labour Market
Prognosls 1995-2000)
NATZUL H, WESTM P (199s)
This report presents the short- and me-
dium-term results of regional labour fore-
casts and includes a short description of
the models used. Detailed results from
the (currently) 28 regional bureaus ofthe
Central Employment Board are presented
in appendices. The report contains a con-
version table for the planned reduction in
the number of regional bureaus from 28
to a total of 18. The projections are based
on the macro-economic estimates of the
Central Planning Bureau ('Central Eco-
nomic Plan 1995' and the 'Middle-term
Estimate until 1998', with an extrapola-
tion for 1999 and 2000).
Even though a favourable scenario is
chosen as a starting point for the fore-
casts, the projections do not predict a
decrease in unemployment. On the con-
trary, some regions may even face an
increase in unemployment. Inner city
areas, in particular, run the risk of high
structural unemployment figures.
Available from: Arbeids-voorzienings-
organisatie, Centraal Bureau, Sektor Marketing
Services, afdeling Onderzoek en Advies, 2280 AK
Rijswijk.NL.
On the Measurement of
Gorporatlsm
coRvERs F, VEEN T VAN (199s)
This paper initially assesses the question
of whether there is a relationship be-
tween corporatist forms of interest inter-
mediation in labour relations and eco-
nomic performance (real wages, unem-
ployment, inflation, strike activity). It
highlights the fact that in previous theo-
retical and empirical analyses the role of
governments in this process is not explic-
itly assessed. [n this study the role of
government is therefore incorporated into
the analysis. The findings show thathigher
levels of corporatist interest intermedia-
tion are closely linked to moderation in
real wage increases and lower levels of
unemployment, inflation and industrial
action. An analysis of the data reveals
that corporatist countries (as defined by
Calmfors, Driffill, and Crouch) are not
only characterised by a high degree of
centralised and co-ordinated wage bar-
gaining, but also by relatively high gov-
ernment expenditure and significantly
higher tax revenues. Moreover, it is con-
cluded that corporatist countries show a
higher ratio of active to passive labour
market policies and higher average un-
employment benefits. Paradoxically, la-
bour market participation rates can be
shown to be high in extreme corporatist
as well as extreme non-corporatist coun-
tries.
Available from: ROA, PO Box 616,6200 MD
Maastricht. EN.
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Unemployment ln Europe -
Frpblems and Policles
svMes v lrsssy
This book focuses on the problem of
unemployment in Europe. Like many
other contributions on this issue it in-
cludes more generalised statements on
how unemployment has developed, and
why. In comparison to the USA orJapan,
$upopean countries have failed to meet
the challenge. However, it then moves
away from a purely sociological approach
and focuses on unemployment from an
economic geographer's perspective by
looking at a comparison between five
large cities in the European Union:
Montpelier, Manchester, Rotterdam, Bar-
celona and Frankfurt.
The author initially provides an analy-
sis ofthe causes ofpersistent unemploy-
ment in the five EU countries covered,
and attributes it to a lack of wage flexibil-
ity, low geographical mobility and other
factors. Subsequently, the author con-
cedtrates on the incidence of urban un-
employment, highlighting the apparent
paradox that even in superficially suc-
cessful cities such as Montpelier and
Frankfurt, indicated by rapid population
increase and high per capita incomes,
unemployment remains a significant
prdblem, with both cities having unem-
ployment rates above their national aver-
ages. Population size is not seen as an
explanatory factor in high unemploy-
ment or in situations where unemploy-
ment has fallen.
The five city case srudy chapters pro-
vide an introduction to their characteris-
tics (population, employment, unemploy-
ment, etc), followed by a discussion of
how unemployment policy is organised
locally. In Montpelier, forexample, local
policy is a reflection of nationally deter-
mined priorities; in Manchester the deri-
vation ofpolicy is much more fragmented;
in $otterdam tripartite national and local
stnictures seem to prevail, whilst in Bar-
celona and Frankfurt national and re-
giopal authorities play a key role.
The book concludes with a brief look
towards the end of the decade. A key
finding is that there needs to be more
continulng lmprovements in key indicators such as unemploymenf suggest that lhe
general stat6 of the IJK labour market may be good. However the debate on tha yattw
of the maln unemployment data sedes (based on the number of benefrt claimants) has
been reopened and d working pdtty has been aet up to I@k again at the aftemative
measurcs, Howeve4 ln reality there ls only one aftematiye, the 'Labour Force survef .
ThereforehemainoptionbeingexaminedlstousetfislFson amonthlybasis,atthough
the lmplemantation costs would be htgh. These deltberatlons colncide wfth the merger of
thoEmplaymentDepartmentwiththeDepartmentforEducattonformingtheDepartmant
for Educatlon end Employrnent. tn addltlon the statistical work of the former Employrnent
Department has been tafistafted ta the central sbtistical offtce.
That unemployment rernalns an lntractabls problem is highltghted tn lho book by
symes (1995) which ptots the sftuatton tn ftue EU futember gtates, lnctuding trte lJK, f rom
an tnteresting angle. lt suggests that even ln apparantly prosperous regions there may be .
an undsrclass of disadvantaged groups in the tabour markat for whom tradlfionat pollctes
are falllng. Also tt ls intere$ting to note that desptta a difference ln approach to policy
detormlnatlon and lmplamentation in the difterent regions, nons s6errt6 to have futty
answered the prabtems af these groups, .
Labourmaketdi{ficrtfties are alsoaddr*ssed inthetwo reporbfromthe mainsoclat
wftner groaps ln tha uK, the cBl and theTu#. The GBI document is remarkabty honest
abaut the praspec'ts for long-term unemfloyad paople and the suggestion that employers
neodtodomoreisreallsffcandthatthereistheneedforabendfrtssystemwhtchfacililates
Mther than hindors the transitlon lrom inactive to acttve labour fiarket status. Th@ TuC
papor, on the offter hand, focasee on the lack of lob s@uily tn a labour markat
characterised by daregulation. The feeltng of lnseculty permeates the whole economy
and has been blamed for the rather sluggish economic Fecovery, the sclerosls ln the
housing marl<et and othertraditlonal indlcalors of tJK eootomic optimism.
The repoil by senker (1 995) oontains the ttndlngs of @mwntlve research on funding
far tralning anangements. lt detatls how other counfites addiess thls issue given that the
UK has all butabandoned its system of tevles. One of tfie more usetu! conduslons from
the study is that dny tralntng poilcy works better when all the partners agree and oo-
operate. Howdver, whethar this could work in the tJK without the tdnd of legttlattve
framework that exlsts ln maay other countrtes r*mains a matter for debate.
flexibility in unemployment policies that
allows local adaptation and implementa-
tion. The suggestion is that failure to
adequately address unemployment can
lead to dire social consequences.
Available from: Routledge Publishers, I I New
Fetter Lane, London EC4P 4EE, UK. EN.
Tackllng Long-term Unemployment
- A Buslness Agenda
coNFEDEBAT|ON OF BRtTtSH tNDUSTRY (1995)
This is an interesting and well balanced
document from tle employers' confed-
eration (CBI) which recognises that the
goal of economic growth alone is not
enough to alleviate persistent long-term
unemployment. The report documents
the contrasting labour market experiences
in Britain with, for example, skill short-
ages existing alongside long-term unem-
ployment and uses its own survey-based
research (employers anda sample oflong-
term unemployed people) together with
case study material to develop ideas on
how the problem can be addressed.
The survey of long-term unemployed
people reveals that most have some pre-
vious work experience and are actively
seeking work. However, they are often
searching for work in a range of occupa-
tional areas which are out of step with the
way the labour market is developing. It
seems that long-term unemployed peo-
ple often expect permanent full-time jobs
predominantly in low skilled manual oc-
cupations. One particularly interesting
finding shows that the methods of job
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search most frequently used by long-
term unemployed people (for example,
press advertisements, the Employment
Service and personal contacts) do not
always correspond with those used by
employers. Throughout the report there
is further evidence of this kind of conflict
in perception between employers and
long-term unemployed PeoPle.
The report identifies three key areas
which should act as the focus for a policy
response. Firstly, it focuses on the issue
of skills. The report shows that many
long-term unemployed people, perhaps
through a lack of information, have low
expectations in terms of the skills re-
quired to find employment. Even more
fundamentally there is a need to ensure
that long-term unemployed people feel
confident in their basic skills and that this
is conveyed to employers. Employers
also appear to need to change their per-
ceptions since the survey found that some
were looking for skills and qualifications
unsuited to the job on offer. The second
key area identified is the need to improve
job search. Here the principal focus is on
the provision of a better Employment
Service and, in particular on persuading
employers to use the service more and to
hold it in higher regard. The third issue
raised in the report is the benefits barrier
which is not seen in terms of the overall
level of benefits for unemployed people,
but highlights more the need to assist
those moving from unemPloyment to
work through the payment of a transitory
benefit.
Available from: CBI Publications, Centre Point,
103 New Oxford Street, London WCIA lDU. EN.
Job Insecurlty and the Recovery
TUC ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL AFFAIRS
DEPARTMENT (1995)
This publication by the British Trades
Union Congress blames the lack of job
security in the labour market for the
rather sluggish economic recovery in the
UK. The paper highlights the need to
create more permanent jobs to replace
those lost and to counter the growth in
temporary work in order to combat the
general feeling of insecurity, which has
had an effect on economic performance.
While the TUC does not denY that
some jobs have been created, it argues
that the majority of these are temporary
or in self-employment which can be de-
scribed as insecure employment. The sta-
tistics used in the paper suggest that
fewer than l0%o of all new jobs created
between the Autumn of 1993 and the
Autumn of 1994 provided Permanent
employment, the bulk of which were
either temporary or self-employed. The
problem is compounded by a fall in per-
manent part-time work which particu-
larly affects women.
Fixed-term contracts are growing in
popularity alongside more traditional
forms of temporary working such as sea-
sonal jobs and 'temping' and increas-
ingly men are being affected by these
developments. This is not only a private
sector phenomenon. Changes in public
sector employment have favoured the
conclusion of more precarious contracts
and have thus contributed greatly to these
labour market changes. Employee dis-
satisfaction with job insecurity was con-
firmed by the TUC's own poll (quoted in
the paper) showing that almost one in
five of the workforce sampled had a high
level of dissatisfaction.
The paper is clearly aimed at high-
lighting the TUC's concern over the
growth in job insecurity and it blames
government policy for much of the prob-
lem because of its continued efforts to
deregulate the labour market.
Available from: Trades Union Congress, Con-
gress House, Great Russell Street, London WCIB
3LS. EN.
Tralnlng Levles in Four Countries:
lmpllcatlons for Brltlsh lndustrial
Tralnlng Policy
SENKER P (1995)
Until the late 1980s, a system of training
levies which extracted funds from em-
ployers to finance training shorrfalls was
used extensively in the UK. The Indus-
trial Training Board (ITB) system cov-
ered many sectors but was considered too
interventionist by a government commit-
ted to developing a deregulated labour
market. This study, commissioned by
one of the largest and most influential of
the training bodies that emerged from
these changes, examines this trend along-
side the practices in France, Australia
and Singapore, with an appended section
on the German training system.
The report finds much to commend in
the old ITB system in Britain especially
during the earlier period of its existence
from 1964-73 when the grant/levy sys-
tem operated in earnest. However, the
1973 Employment and Training Act saw
some significant changes in the ITB struc-
ture and its methods of operation, not
least of which was a switch to a levy/
exemption scheme. By 1988 the govern-
ment had decided to do away with all but
the Construction ITB and the Engineer-
ing Construction section of the former
Engineering ITB.
Looking around for inspiration, the
report finds that ingrained cultural differ-
ences between countries often militate
against the UK adopting other national
systems. For example, the French prac-
tice of levying all firms with a training
tax (taxe d'apprentissage) is called into
question (as it has been in France) and
accused of being cumbersome to admin-
ister and perhaps too restrictive in its
benefits. Similarly in Australia the inno-
vative Training Guarantee Scheme lev-
ied on employers to encourage adequate
training is now seen to be inadequate in
terms of the quality and extent of training
achieved.
The country with the system that
comes closest to acting as a potential
model for the UK is Singapore. This
country has operated a levy system since
1981 which penalises firms paying low
wages and uses the revenues raised to set
tp a Skills Development Fund. This would
be used to finance training which would
help raise the general skills level of the
economy. The author notes, however,
that the political and economic structures
in Singapore and the UK differ too greatly
to allow for this system to be imported
but suggests that the basic principle of
setting clear objectives for such pro-
grammes is an obvious lesson to learn.
Broadly the report is in favour of
some kind of levy to develop training in
the UK but one that is based on clear
objectives, which may mean objectives
limiting the scope. Above all, the adop-
tion of any new policy on training needs
to have the support of the key players
including the employer groups, trade
unions and training bodies. Equally it
would need to fit within the broader
overall policy on education and training.
Available from: EnTra Publications, PO Box
75, Stockport, Cheshire. SK4 lPH. EN.
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Portugal
Etude de falsabillt6 pour assurer
l'asslstance natlonale i la
formatlon professlonnelle des
femmes (Feaslblllg Study to
Eilsure Natlonal Asslstance for
Women's Prolesslonal Tralning)
GUEBRA I, DUARTE I, unnaruuAo Ia.I,
REtsELO DA STLVA N (1s94)
This study was commissioned by the
Task Force for Human Resources, Edu-
cation, Training and Youth, DGV of the
CEC, and led by a research team from
CET (Centre des Etudes Territorial) of
the Istituto Superior de Ci6ncias do
Trabalho e da Empresa (ISCTE).
It deals with concerns regarding dis-
crimination against women, which con-
tinues despite the legislative efforts of
recent decades. The aim of this study is
to look at the evaluation, relevance, and
organisational details surrounding the
setting-up of National Co-ordination
Units of the IRIS network, in each Eu-
ropean Union Member State.
The methodology deployed, which
the authors consider to be innovative,
aints to establish a dynamic process of
reflection and debate in each Member
State, which goes beyond current inter-
ests and practices.
The research methods used were
face-to-face interviews and surveys as
well as meetings with:
. national representatives of the insti-
tutions responsible for the definition
and enactment of policies relating to
employment and vocational training
as well as equal opportunities for
men and women;
. with representatives of the institu-
tions that finance national and/or EU
professional training programmes;
. those responsible for the national co-
ordination of the European NOW
(New Oppornrnities forWomen) pro-
gramme.
ilhe results of the study show that all
Meinber States recognise the need for
national systems which encourage pro-
fessional training for women, taking
intq account national differences, nota-
bly those concerning differing training
structures. The organisation of the Co-
Two of the thrce studies revlewed tn this bulletin give us a global panorama of the
Porluguese labour marke\ thw halng an lmporbnt contn-butlontothe debate surrounding
this question . Tha data show eom6 common trends in the Member States af the European
Unlon, such wtheageing otthe populatlon, with lts inevftable effeeton the publlc penslon
andsaclalinsurancrsystem,lnaonlundlonwiththe increasingllteexpatancy,lhis raises
a number of problams for social policy maldng and lor the funding of he walfare state in
pailculat. tlowev*1 ln comparison with other Member States, Forhqal's demographlc
struclure is changing much more slowly.
AnotherimpartanlGhange in the Portuguese labour market tsthe lncreasingfemale
particlpatlot, tate. Although this trend has been slower than in the athgr M6mb6r State,5, I
is nev*fihele$seignifieanL Whilethishas generated morelncomefromtaxos, ttdlso pttts
Prassure onthe eoonomytocreate more new jobs. Within thecontext of a recession, this
necessarily r*ults in an increase in expenditure on unemployment beneflt v'rhlch has to M
funded from contributlans and public axryndt,ture. Desptta thase linancial presswes
Portugal continues to have amang lhe lowest tat<es and social secuity contributions ln
Europe.
Recent labour market develapmentscanllrmtrendswhlch have been ongoing torthe
whole decade, the most impoftant be@ tr e rise ln unemploymont which ieached 6.8% tn
1994 and affectedyoung peopla maet sertously.
ThestudybyGuerra, Duarte, MannhaoandRebeladaStlvaanalysesthecontribution
of professlonal training to promote the equaltty ol oppartunities ln the European context.
This is an evaluation of an lnftlatlve of the European Commission, the lRlS network,
launched withln the scope of Union concems aroundthe prablem of dlscrlmination against
women. The resultsarevery clear with regardtothe needto reirfiorce positivedscrtmha-
tion pottcles through the creatton of natidnal structures. Wtth the active inwlvement of the
' 
soclalpaftrcrs,thaspshouldcontdbutetotheprovision olimgovedvrcatianaltralningfor
women and #renglhen theh position in the labour market The need loreuch pollciesls even
greater where there ls a tendency for the female unemployment rate to hrcrefrffi.
ordination Units confirms the need to safe-
guard the role of those institutions respon-
sible for the promotion of equal opportuni-
ties, for the setting ofbroad objectives for
intervention, and for the promotion of co-
operation with the various social partners.
Available from: CET, Avenida das Forcas Ar-
madas, Ed. ISCTE, 1600 Lisboa. FR.
A Evolugio do Mercado do Trabalho
- Anillse Retrospectlva (Labour
Market Development - A
Retros pectlve A na I ysl s)
JOSUE M E, GON9ALVES M F (1995)
This study was carried out by the Labour
Market Study Department of the Instituto
do Emprego e Formagdo Profissional
(EFP) which is responsible for the enact-
ment of employment and vocational train-
ing policies in Pornrgal.
The main aims of the study were to
analyse labour market developments be-
tween 1981 and 1991, and for this pur-
pose the authors used statistical data pro-
vided by the two national censuses car-
ried out in 1981 and 1991.
The study begins by presenting the
main concepts necessary for understand-
ing the workings of the labour market. It
continues by analysing the demographic
structure of the Pornrguese population,
and the state of its labour market, particu-
larly with regard to the calculation of the
active, inactive, employed and unem-
ployed population.
The main conclusions which can be
drawn from the results are the following:
. a stabilisation in the growth rate;
. an ageing of the population;
. a downward trend in the number of
illiterate adults;
. an increase in migration of people
away from the less developed regions
of the country, particularly Alentejo,
Centro and Agores;
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. a 97o increase in the number of eco-
nomically inactive people in the popu-
lation;
. a 9Vo increase (paradoxically) in the
active population due to the increased
entry of women into the labour mar-
ket;
o a subtantive growth in tertiary sector
employment; and
. a fall in unemployment from 6.8Vo in
1981 to 6.lVo in 1991.
Available from: IEFP, Xabregas 52. 1900
Lisboa. PT.
Situagio do Mercado de EmPrego-
Relat6rlo Anual 1994 (The Labour
Market Sltuation - Annual Beport
1ee4)
JOSUE M, GON9ALVES M F, PENHA M M (1995)
The main aim of this report is to analyse
the labour market for the year 1994,
particularly with regard to the growth in
the active population and unemployed
people.
It includes a compilation of statistical
data gathered by the three public organi-
sations responsible for this work: the
National Statistical Institute (INE), the
Research Department of the Employ-
ment and Social Security Ministry
(DEMESS), and thelnstituto do Emprego
e Formagdo Profissional (EFP).
The data collected by INE illustrate
the increase in the active population be-
tween 1993-1994 (+1.37o), which was
due mainly to the entry of women into the
labour market. They also show a reduc-
tion in available employment ('l.3%o),
particularly for young men; a reduction
in the number of workers (-27o) and an
increase in self-employed workers
(+4.\%i).
The DEMESS survey suggests that
the principal reason for the creation of
employment is a rise in orders while
redundancies are due to the introduction
of new technology and a drop in orders.
According to this study, SMEs at present
tend to create employment while large
companies do the reverse. As far as
unemployment is concerned, the
DEMESS data highlight the rise in unem-
ployment (+l7.2Vo in 1994), and illus-
trate the profile of unemployed young
people looking for their first job. The
region with the highest unemployment
rate of ll%o is Alentejo.
The statistical data obtained by the
IEFP describe the employment demand
and the number of unemployed people
registered with Job Centres. In 1994 the
number of registered unemployed people
rose by 12.47o. The largest single group
being those looking for their first job.
Available from: IEFP, Xabregas 52, l9O0
Lisboa. PT.
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Statistical Supplement No 24
lndicators of Labour Market Flexibility
This statistical supplement explores the available statistics on three indicators of labour market flexibility alongside the overall
figures for employment over the first half of the 1990s. The three indicators of: self-employment; part-time *orkirg; and fixed-
terE contracts provide only a partial picture of labour market flexibility but nonetheless give a useful perspective on how
employment pattems are developing in the 15 EU Member States.
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Commentary
lndlcators ol Labour Market Flexlblllty
This statistical supplement explores statistics on three indicators
of labour market flexibility alongside the overall employment
trend over the period 1990-94. The three indicators of: self-
employment; part-time working; and fixed-term contracts pro-
vide a useful, but incomplete perspective on how employment
patterns are developing in the EU Member States. The informa-
tion is drawn from a variety of national and Eurostat sources, all
of which are summarised in the Statistical Annex to the latest
edition of Em.ployment in EuroPe.l
Data Consldetatlong
The information on total employment includes all forms of
working according to the definitions applied by the Labour Force
Survey and so can be considered broadly comparable.2 More
problematic are the definitions for the other measures of employ-
ment. For example, part-time working can vary considerably as
measured by the number of hours worked, and the LFS policy is
to allow the respondent to determine their own part-time status
(but checked against the normal hours worked). Fixed-term
contracts are those employment situations which specify a certain
period of work However, this is also open to different interpre-
tation and it may be that those employed on fixed-term contracts
stay with the same employer for some considerable time, with
contracts renewed on an annual or similar basis. Legislative
conditions can also influence the nature and extent offixed-term
contracts with, for example, employers taking advantage of
length of service rules that apply before employees become
eligible forbenefits such as paid holidays and redundancy.
The Statlstlqs
The trend in overall employment over the five year period 1990-
94 is shown in Figrne I . In the case of males and females in total
(Figure 1a) only a minority of Member States experienced a
growth in employment numbers. This was highest in Luxem-
bourg with an increase of Ll.l?o followed by the Netherlands
wrth7.5Vo. Only tbree other Member States, Greece, Ireland and
Austriq showed employment growth over this period. For the
majority of Member States the first haH of the 1990s has been
characterised by a fall in employment. The most significant
decreasewas inFinlandwith 187o followedby Sweden with 127o.
For males and females separately the general experience has
been a more favourable situation for women in the labour market,
at least in terms ofjob growth. For example, the figures show that
whilst four Member States recorded increases in male employ-
ment @igure 1b), this increased to nine for female employment
(Figure 1c). Furthermorie' some of the increases in female em-
ployment were sipificant at 20Vo inluxembourg,15.6%o rnthe
Netherlands and l{.l%o in keland. To counter this, the decreases
in female employment were also significant in Finland and
Sweden vnth 16.5Vo and 10.3?o respectively.
Subsequent figures in this supplement allow 5s6s sxamina-
tion of the ingredients of these overall employment changes.
Figure 2, for example, shows that self-employment has sfuanged
only marginally over the reference period. Taking males and
females together @gure 2a) only seven Member States have seen
self-employment assume a bigger proportion of total emPloy-
ment. Here the targest increase was in Finland and Sweden"
although the latter generally has a smaller proportion of self-
employment than many other Member States. Falls in self-em-
ployment as a proportion of total employment were not geat in
any Menber State. However, it is also interesting to note the wide
variation in the significance of self-employment amongst the
Member States, with ahigh of.34,4%o nGreece and a low of 8.47o
in Denmark
Self-employment has tended to be more prevalent amongst
men than women and this is clearly shown in Figures 2b and2c.
For example, in Greece over two out of every five males in
employment are self-employed whereas the figure for women is
aroundone infive. Only inthecase of Austriadoes theproportion
of women who are self-employed exceed that for men (L5.27o
compared to l3.9%o).
These gender differences are even more pronounced in the
case of part-time working @gure 3). Between I 990 and I 994 the
proportion of men and women workingpart-timeincreasedin all
but one Member State @enmark). However, whilst there were
increases in the proportions for males in 12 of the Member States,
the overall proportions are much smaller than the corresponding
ones for women. Figure 3c, for example, shows that n 1994
almost two thirds of women in the Netherlands (65.97o) were
working part-time which was well ahead of the nearest Member
States of the United Kingdom and Sweden with M.3Vo and 41.47o
respectively. The lowest proportions for women working part-
timewereinGreece(87o),Finland(ll.27o),Porntgal(L2.l7o)and
Italy (12.47o').
The proportions of those on fixed-term contracts in the em-
ployed labour force are shown in Figure 4. An increase in the
incidence of such contracts might be interpreted as a sign of a
more flexible labourmarket. However, the availablefigures show
that only nine of the Member States recorded increases over the
period 1990-94 with the biggest changes in Spain (from 29.8 to
33.67o) and the Netherlands (from 7 .6a l0.9vo). Spain was also
the exception in having such a large proportion of its employed
labour force on fixed-term contracts. For the majority of Member
States the proportion was around 107o or lower.
In general mols wspga rhan men were affected by fixed-term
contracts. In all Member States the proportion of women in such
employment situations exceeded those for men and sometimes
the margins were quite significant. For example, in Belgium the
comparable figures were 3.57o of men and7.57oof women; inthe
Netherlands it was 8Vo for men and l57o for women; and in
Luxembourg 2.2?o for men aad3.77o for women. This informa-
tion, combined with the trend in part-time working, would sug-
gest that women have been most affected by the development of
so-called flexible working methods.
I Enploynur* in Europe l99S,publishedbytheEuropea.nCommissiou
DGV.
2 Of the 15 Member States only Ausnia doe.s not currently hold a labour
force survey. Here the informationisbased ondetails suppliedby thatcounEy's
Statistical Office.
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Finland
lllquttuvat tytiajat la ty6suhteet
(Changes ln WorklngTlme and
Erfi pl oy ment Co ntracts)
JULKUNEN R, NATTI J (1995)
This study was commissioned by the
Ministry of Labour and carried out by
Julkunen and Niini. [t focuses on the
changes in working time arrangements
and the nature of employment contracts
in Finland. It describes recent develop-
ments identified in the Supplementary
Labour Force Surveys (1989, 1993) and
lildrking Life Barometers (1993, 1994).
The results show that the most obvi-
ous change, partly accelerated by the
recession, is the increasing number of
working time agreements concluded at
company level. While mostFinnish wage
earners continue to prefer normal work-
ing time (35-40 hours per week), de-
mands are increasingly being voiced for
more flexible arrangements such as
greater flexibility during particular life
phases, or the accumulation of time sav-
ings for longer "sabbatical" leaves.
Between 1989 and 1993, only minor
ohanges occurred in the nature of exist-
ing employment contracts, with the share
of permanent and full-time employment
oontracts declining only slightly from
81.4?o to 8O.5Vo. Substantial changes did,
however, take place with regard to new
employment contracts. [n 1989, 52Vo of
new employment contracts (tenure of
less than a year) were full-time and per-
manent. In 1993, the corresponding share
was only 28Vo.
The research continues as field work
and focuses on the diversity of local
working time arrangements as well as
experiences with work sharing.
Iabour Srudy lM. Available from: Ministry of
labour, Publications sale, Box 536, FIN-33101
Tampere. FI.
{ybolobarometrl marraskuu 1994(Wgrktng Llfe Barometer 1994)
Yl0srelo P, KAUPPTNEN r (199s)
"[ha thtr d W o r kin g Life B ar omere r is based
on data collected through telephone in-
terviews with 1209 wage earners and
salaried employees aged between 18-64
The deep recession in the Finnish economy gave lse to dnngas lrt the patterns of lahour
use, The Finnish labour markel is now wltnsssing a greabr cautlousness in hiring new
employees, more intenslve usa af oxisting staff, and the negotiation of more flxed-term
contrads and flrm-lwel agreaments on flexibla working time. Along with the aconomlc
revival, labour supply started to grow, thus partly offsetting W favourable lfipact of iob
creallon on regislared unemployment, The decrcase ln ragl$tercd unemplaymant has
therefore been quite sluggieh. Tfie very hlgh levels of unemployment have given new
lmpetus ta demandsforwork thdrlng and greaterflexibility in labour use, andtheso are
regarded as prerequhrtes for a better employrnent pertormance. The regulafi publtshad
Ulo*ing Lile Barometef ls useful in monltoring devalopments in working condltions,
industial relatlons aN paftems of labour use. Given the greater opportunities for
negotlatlngworklngfrmeatrangementsatlacal level, the surueyservestoillustrate the
practlcal useoltheseoptiansinthewakplace.The rasultsshow aprcnouncedlncrease
lnovertimeworkingtowardstheendafthe recession.Theceilingsforpermissibteannual
overtimehoursaroveryhlgh ln FinlandbyEuropeanstandards, andln recentyea$there
have been sorna proposals to reduce the maximum amount of overtime per employed
from the presant 320 hours a year to no mare than 2AO hours.
Changes in lhe pattem of labour use, and worklngffme preferenas as obsarved in
the Labour Force Surueys are also cansldared in the study by Julkunen and Ndtfr. The
results suggestadramaticdecltne in the share of full-time and permanent employfient
contraots among fiaw appointments between 1 989 and 1993. Hawev*, an exceptlonally
low number of new contracb concluded and a large afiount af temporary work
placements subsidised through labour markst Wlicy measures during the rccelssion,
may have ove resthnatad th6 strelngflh of th e underlyi ng changn, The authors e/so discuss
the content of the worklng time debate ln Europe and desctibe natioial workshare
initiativas in Finland.
The contribution by Kairinen, Rantanen-Lahtl and Uhmavaara looks at local co-
operation and partlclpatlon withln entarprlses. This is govemed by a 1978 Act amended
in 1989, $thloh outllnas the scrlpe of ca-operation procedures. Tho Ao.t covere atl
enteryrlsesemploylngS0parsonsormore andsttpulatesthatfrraomployermuslconsult
employeesbefore maklnganymajordacisionsaffecllngworklngconditionsorworktorce
size. The law does not prescrlba cadatermlnation on thesa matters, however, and
according to the etudy it has been the lntormative lunctlon of the o-operation systam
whlchhassofarbeenvitalfromthe employees'pointof vlew. With regardtoamultltude
of issues however, both employers and stalf representatlves considered the co-
oryration procedure equally suitabla for local negatfatlons. Compared to a previous
follow-up stud! from the eaily 1980s, the results suggest that the cooperation system
Wryars to have taken root ln Finnish company culture.
The emphasis within labour marl<et Wllcy m@asures has shiftd from subsldised
wort< towards labour maket tralnlng ln Flnland. Tha more pronounad role of labour
markettrainingunderclroumstancesof massunemploymenthas raisedimprtantissues
relatingtothebenatltsof training. Towhaterteildoestainlng lncreasethe chancesof
obtalfiing galnful emplopent in the short and long te$n? What ls the meaning of
educationfortheunemployedindMdual, canitprovidahuildtngblocksforarestructuring
of vocatlonal ldentlty or does fr baost self-canfidence and help to retain intemal contral
of life? Can thE mofivatlon at the partlcipants be maintained if short-brm retums ln lhe
form af better job prospects ara not very promising? The rasearch prciect by Mikonen
is based on a suruey of some 10,000 lndivtduals @aficipants in labour market training
and acontrol gtoup) whose labourffiarket experlences were followedfortvvoyears. As
aresuttottheflrstphasdoftheprojec't,themotivesforenteingtrainingandthe subJectlve
assossrnanfs immediately after the ampletion of the course are reported In the article
lncluded inthe collection of essayson labour markettraining.The results are ancourag-
Ing in suggesting thai the parsonal motlvation of the trainees has continued to be firm
even unde r condlttons of hlgh unemployment.
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years. The barometer depicts perceived
changes in the quality of working life
which occurred in 1994 as well as the
future expectations of employees.
For the first time during the recession,
the quality of working life appeared to
improve in 1994. However, changes in
"expectations" were more pronounced
than the "actuaf'changes experienced in
the workplace. The incidence of social
tensions in the workplace clearly de-
clined in l994,but remained higher than
they were prior to the onset of the reces-
sion. The results also suggest that oppor-
tunities for employees to influence their
job content were also increasing. With
regard to other factors adversely affect-
ing working conditions, proportionately
more workers in 1994 said that time
pressure as well as physical and mental
strain had increased. There was a sub-
stantial increase in overtime working,
particularly in larger companies.
Labour Study I 12. Available from: Ministry of
Labour, Publications sale, Box 536, FIN-33101
Tampere. FI.
Yhtelstol mi nta tydelamdissa (Co-
operatlon and Partlcipatlon wlthin
Enterprises)
KAIRINEN M, RANTANEN.LAHTI A, UHMAVMRA
H (1ees)
This study has three different dimen-
sions. Firstly, it provides a follow up to a
study on the functioning of co-operation
and participation systems within enter-
prises carried out in the early 1980s.
Amendments have since been made to
the Act covering the procedural regula-
tions relating to collective job security.
Secondly, the suitability of the co-opera-
tion procedures as a tool for local nego-
tiations was considered in a survey con-
ducted among representatives of both
employees and employers. Thirdly, the
prevailing legal interpretations ofthe key
regulations on company level co-opera-
tion procedures are examined. The study
compares Finnish and EU legislation on
issues relating to the transfer ofundertak-
ings or the co-operation between groups
of companies.
The opportunities for influencing ne-
gotiations in co-operation talks were gen-
erally ratedbetween reasonable and slight
by staff representatives. Employee rep-
resentatives were more likely to be able
to bring their influence to bear in larger
companies, whereas in smallerbusinesses
co-operation was usually very limited. It
was the informative function of the co-
operation procedure which was empha-
sised by the staff representatives. Em-
ployerandemployeerepresentatives disa-
greed about the need to extend the scope
of co-operation procedures. With regard
to issues such as working time, lay-offs,
productivity, investment and equal op-
portunities, however, both parties agreed
that the co-operation system would be a
suitable procedure for local, company
level negotiations.
Iabour Study 105. Available from: Ministry of
Labour, Publications sale, Box 536, FIN-33101
Tampere. FI.
Three Essays on Labour Market
Tralnlng: Company, lndlvldual and
Policy Perspectlve
JUUT| P, MTKKONEN r, RATSANEN H (1995)
This report summarises in English the
main findings of three separate studies on
publicly funded labour market training
programmes published in Finnish in 1994-
1995. The studies were commissioned by
the Ministry of Labour and represent
three different perspectives on the effec-
tiveness of training: company-level, in-
dividual-level and policy-level.
The first study deals with experiences
in companies and is based on surveys and
interviews with managers and corporate
executives. Although attitudes towards
labour market training were generally
positive, three quarters of respondents
felt that there was room for further im-
provement in terms of efficiency. Closer
co-operation between companies and the
Labour Administration and the impor-
tance of using labour market training for
purposes of in-company training was
emphasised by managers interviewed in
the survey.
The second study focuses on the as-
sessment of the value of labour market
training from the point of view of indi-
viduals who had participated in such
schemes.
The third study is concerned with the
macro-level outcomes of training using
statistics produced by the Labour Ad-
ministration. On the basis of the respond-
ents' assessments immediately after the
course, itappears that labourmarket train-
ing met the participants' expectations.
As to the underlying motives for entering
training, the results showed that the main
motivation for entering training was the
interest in developing or acquiring pro-
fessional skills. Another major motiva-
tion stemmed from a desire to raise self
esteem and to break the monotony of
unemployment. Only very few people
started training without any personal mo-
tivation, either as an initiative of the
employment service or because of finan-
cial gain in the form of unemployment
benefits. The positive effects of labour
market training programmes in terms of
reducing overall unemployment were also
emphasised in the third study. However,
in more recent years, due to the worsen-
ing unemployment situation, the propor-
tion of unemployed trainees two months
after completion of the training rose
sharply from l0Vo in 1989 to 59Vo in
t993.
Labour Study 108. Available from: Ministry of
Labour, Publications sale, Box 536, FIN-33101
Tampere. EN.
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An Analysls of Secondary
Employment Assoclated wlth the
lUlanufacturlng lndustry
o'MALLEY E (1995)
This paper presents estimates of second-
ary or indirect employment which is as-
sociated with the manufacturing industry
in heland. The secondary effects include
(a) associated services employment due
to industries purchasing of services in-
puts, (b) employment supported in serv-
ices by expenditures of industrial em-
ployees on services, and (c) employment
in services supported by the re-spending
of laxes arising from the taxation of both
industry itself and its employees. The
basic data for the study were obtained
frofn an annual survey ofindustrial enter-
prises (the Irish Economy Expenditures
Suvey) carried out by the Industrial De-
velopment Authority. This enquiry (which
covers all enterprises employing 30 per-
sons or more) seeks information on sales
and purchases (including those transacted
within the Irish economy) as well as
wages, salaries etc.
The results show that in 1991 when
total manufacturing employment stood
at 199,000 there were approximately
168,000 associated service jobs. This
implies that there were about 84 service
jobs associated with each 100 direct manu-
facturing jobs. Concerning trends over
time, the results indicate that the ratio of
total secondary services employment to
dlrect manufacturing employment drifted
slowly downward between 1983 and 1990,
ftom 89 to 83 jobs per 100 direct manu-
facturing jobs. This was followed by a
small increase to 84 per 100 in 1991, and
a lapger increase to 91 per lfi) according
to preliminary estimates for 1992.
The study shows that the perform-
ance of overseas and foreign industrial
enterprises is superior to that of indig-
enous companies in generating second-
ary services employment effects. The
results reveal that in 1991 there were 94
assqciatedjobs in services per 100 direct
jobd in overseas manufacturing compa-
nies,, while the corresponding ratio for
indigenous industry was77 per 100. De-
The repofl by A'Malley is of considenble value in lnfonntng the ongolng lndustdal policy
debate in lreland, especially in relation to the role of multinational companbs, One al the
morasurprlslngresultslsthatovgtseascompaniesganentegreatetsaco,.ld,atyefip@-
mant effects than indigenous enbryrtses ; provlously the gene ral vlew was that the former
did not porform ae well ln this regard because of a lack of linkages wlthin the aconomy,
axpatriation ol profits and other problems. lt is neceslary, however, (as the author
acknowtedges) that the llmilattons assoclated with the methodotogy usd should ba
bome ln mlnd. Th€studycw6tsonlycertaln secondaryetfeds (eventhwghthesecan
bedoamedtabethemostimportani).Fufihermorethesocandaryamploymenteflectsare
dertved from expendlture data on the basig ol average prcductiv$ estimates, without
taking account of marginal or capaaw uttlisatlon aspects,
|lVhenfaaktngatthereportbyMurphyandWhdlan,ltshouldbebomeinmindthattha
surveys ln question related tothe twolw month perlod afterleavlng tult-tlme education.
While this allows a raasonabte pertod for full tntegratlon into emplopent, duo to the
lunant volatility assdated with the youth labour market, the results cannot be tnier- .
preted as indicative of a longerterm transltlon ttme pdth, Thls appttes partlcuiarly, lor
example, to external mlgration. The normal pattem for seund level school leavars ln
lrqland ls ta firlt test the domestic labaur market befare consldertng empldryetlt
prospects abtoad. This explatns the rolatlvsty low lrwldence af emigration as indicated
by ffie figures
spite the fact that a relatively high per-
centage of the value of sales of overseas
manufacturing concerns is not reCained
in Ireland, but is spent on imported inputs
or diverted out ofthe country in the form
of profit outflows, the amount spent on
wages and salaries and on Irish services is
of quite significant proportions.
Available from: Economic and Social Research
Institute,4 Burlington Road, Dublin 4. EN.
The Economlc Status of School
Leavers
MURPHY M. WHELAN B J (1995)
This report summarises the results of the
three most recent Surveys ofSecond Level
School Leavers undertaken by the De-
partment of Enterprise and Employment.
As in earlier surveys the enquiry was
conducted a full year after school leavers
left full-time education, thus allowing a
reasonable time for a career path to have
developed. As this survey has now been
conducted for 15 years, it is possible to
monitor important changes in the experi-
ence of school leavers over a significant
period of time. Thus while the findings
for 1992194 are the main focus of this
report, reference is also made to longer
term experiences where appropriate.
The results of the 1994 survey indi-
cate that of an estimated 67,500 school
leavers, 34.5Vo were in employment the
year after leaving school, while 37.8Vo
were engaged in further education. Cor-
responding estimates from the two pre-
ceding surveys indicate that the propor-
tion of school leavers who were em-
ployed a year after they left school de-
creased by 4.l%o over the period from
1992 to 1994. Over the same time span
the proportion of leavers pursuing further
studies increased by 5.7Vo. Unemployed
leavers decreased from 23.1Vo of all
leavers in 1992 to 20Vo in 1994. The level
of emigration among school leavers re-
mained constant in recent years, account-
ing for less than 57o of totzl leavers.
Viewing the position over a longer
time span the most dramatic change which
has taken place is the decline in the
proportion of school leavers in employ-
ment. This figure halved over the past
fifteen years while at the same time the
proportion of school leavers who pro-
gressed to further study has increased
from2OVo in 1980 to its current level of
25
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nearly 38Vo. The unemployment rate
among school leavers varied consider-
ably during this time, reaching its highest
level in the mid 1980s when over25Vo of
school leavers were unemployed.
The surveys point to an increasing
proportion ofyoung people leaving school
with senior cycle second level qualifica-
tions. Just over 60Vo of leavers in the
1980 survey had attained this level, com-
pared with nearly SOVo in 1994. The
surveys reaffrm the now well established
patterns whereby unqualified school
leavers tend to fare badly in the labour
market. Apart from the traditional diver-
gence between the employment pros-
pects of those who have no formal quali-
fications and those who do, the influence
of having senior cycle qualifications, as
distinct from junior cycle qualifications,
has become much more significant.
The results of the 1994 survey illus-
trate the extent to which industry is the
dominant sector providing employment
for school leavers. Over 377o ofall school
leavers who were in full-time jobs when
the survey was undertaken were working
in industry. Furthermore this proportion
has been increasing steadily over the past
few years, from less than30%o in 1992to
nearly 38Vo in 1994. It should be noted,
however, that this relative change has
occurred in a context where the total
number of young people in employment
has been falling, but where the absolute
numbers taking up jobs in the manufac-
turing industry remained constant.
Available from: Economic and Social Research
Institute, 4 Burlington Road, Dublin 4, and from the
Department of Enterprise and Employment, Ad-
elaide Road, Dublin 2. EN.
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Lokallsn i den offentllge sektor
(Decentrallsed Wages ln the Publlc
Sector)
rBsEN F (1ss4)
A comprehensive analysis of decentral-
ised wages in the whole of the public
sector, this documentis based on a number
of previous reports on wage determina-
tion in local government (communes),
counties and the state. Comparisons are
drawn with the private sector where de-
velopments throughout the 1980s and
1990s have led to a certain decentralisa-
tion of wages. In the private sector, the
collective wage bargaining system has
moved away from so-called "normal"
wages to a system of agreed "minimal"
wages. In this instance, local negotia-
tions determine any additional sums. In
the public sector, the system in place is
generally characterised in terms of the
"normal" model, with wages determined
by salary scale and seniority. Over and
above that, a "local wages pool" has been
in existence since 1987 which can be
used for certain agreed supplements.
However, this does not constitute a new
wages system as funds for decentralised
wage supplements are still very limited.
One of the key findings of the study is
the Iack of co-ordination between per-
sonnel policies and decentralised wage
policies. Each is the responsibility of
different sets of actors which provide an
obstacle to integration.
The principles and organisation of
the decentralised wage system have not
found favour with the bodies, staff and
members concerned even though the sys-
tem has been in operation for some time.
The system is not considered to be fair, a
fact substantiated in a special report about
employees' attitudes. The effect of a
decentralised wage system on productiv-
ity, or other conditions of work, is not
proven by the results of this study. Whilst
pro{uctivity in the public sector has in-
creased dramatically in recent years, the
increase cannot be attributed to the trend
towards local wages.
Available from: Forlaget Kommun-
einformation, Nyropsgade 37, 1602 Kobenhavn V.
DA.
Loka! erhvervspolltlk I en
lnternatlonallseret verden. Et
vestdansk perspeklv (Local
lndustrlal Pollcles ln an
lnternational World. A West Danlsh
perspectlve)
TANVTG HANNEW (199s)
Western Denmark has experienced ma-
jor industrial growth and reorganisation
in the past 10/20 years. This booklet is
part of a wider study focussing on the
changing role of local and regional poli-
cies in the region and the institutional
framework that supports these policies.
Three categories of industrial promotion
are defined:
. local indusrial promoters (usually fi-
nanced through local government
sources and working as agents for
local companies to establish and im-
prove the conditions for local busi-
nesses);
. local government industrial pro-
gralnmes (public-private co-operation
and intergovernmental liaison with a
strong geographical focus);
. aconsortium ofinternational, national
and local actors (without the geo-
graphical links based on a mix of
regional and micro-economic poli-
cies).
The result is a complex pattern of
public-private relationships that goes
beyond the traditional regional functions
of local business promotion. The study
suggests that these three functions sup-
plement one another and may, if success-
fully operated, accentuate differences
between strong and weak regions.
Available from: Sydjysk Universitetsforlag,
Niels Bohrsvej 9, DK-6700 Esbjerg. DA.
The Employee Perspectlve on
Worklng Llfe and Polltlcs - a study
of members afflllated to the Danlsh
LO
B|LD T ET AL (1 99s)
The views of trade union members on
working life and politics were drawn
from interviews with 3340 members af-
filiated to the LO (the Danish Confedera-
tion of Trade Unions). This publication
consists mainly of tables and key conclu-
sions. Other discussions appear separately
in journals and a full bibliography of
these sources is provided. Since unioni-
sation in Denmark is high, nearly 907o of
all employees, the study covers a broad
section of the population. Furtherrnore,
membership of unions has been growing
in the 1980s and 1990s.
The study points to members' strong
identification with the union from both a
blue and white collar perspective, even
though attitudes have moved away from
solely the traditional association with
wages, working conditions etc. There are
strong feelings that unions should adopt
a broader mandate including environ-
mental issues and the promotion of per-
sonal values. The study also identifies a
low level of confidence in the political
leadership of trade unions.
Available from: Department of Economics,
Politics and Public Administration, Aalborg Uni-
versity, Fibigerstrcede l, 9220 Aalborg. EN.
Nordlsk arbejdsmarkedsforsknl ng
1991-93 (Nordlc Labour Market
Research 1991-93)
BONKE J (1994:5)
Published by the Nordic Council (acoun-
cil of Members of Parliament) and the
Nordic Ministers' Council, this is the
frst edition of a yearbook of Nordic
Labour Market Research. It covers pri-
marily the findings of empirical research
undertaken by all the Nordic Countries
since the early 1990s. Inevitably, the
main focus of the research is the worsen-
ing unemployment situation in the Nor-
dic Region. Nevertheless, there are dif-
ferences between the countries in inter-
pretation of the causes of unemployment
and variations in the policy measures
adopted. The research covered reflects
these differences within a wide range of
topics including labour supply and de-
mand, training and further education,
labour market mobility, remuneration
systems and employment impact, flex-
ibility and working time, marginalised
groups, social security and employment
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progrurmmes, the employment effects of
technological change, older people and
the labour market, the evaluation of la-
bour market policies and an assessment
of industrial policies. Although this vol-
ume of research is preoccupied with the
seriousness for employment of worsen-
ing economic conditions, other key is-
sues include flexibility, high levels of
welfare benefits, and perceived barriers
to labour market entry. A selective bibli-
ography is provided together with a sum-
mary of the main conclusions in Danish
and English.
Available from: Nordisk MinisterrAd,
Kobenhavn. DA, EN (summary only).
Arbeldsmlnlsteriets
arbeidsmarkedsforskn ln gsprogram
1993-95 (Mlnlstry ot Labour's
Labour Market Research
Programme, I 993-95). Revlsed
version.
M|NISTRY OF LABOUR (199s)
The Ministry of Labour's research pro-
grarnme for 199311995 indicated the re-
search priorities for 1995. Some 4 mil-
lion Danish kroner have been distributed
in 1995 in the form of research grants
under seven headings that give priority to
labour demand issues. Recent trends in
the labour market have influenced the
Ministry's research priorities. With fall-
ing unemployment, attention has reverted
to the increasing demand for labour and
any possible obstacles. Research into
wage inflation is a particular priority.
The main research headings are:
. education and training needs to meet
the skill demands of public and private
employers;
. the reduction ofnon-wage labour costs;
. possibilities for labour substitution
where sectors are experiencing skill
shortages;
. the potential of certain public service
jobs to employ long-term unemployed
people;
. new trends in the organisation of work;
. the relationship between the labour
market, education and training and
industrial innovation;
. the position of unskilled workers in
the labour market.
In parallel to the programme of re-
search, the government is also undertak-
ing evaluations of active labour market
policies including the various leave and
sabbatical schemes and special educa-
tion and training progftlrnmes for unem-
ployed people.
Availablefrom: Ministry of Labour, Laksegade
19, DK-1063 Kobenhavn K. DA.
\
The comprehensiw study of wage bargatntng systoms in the pubttc *ctot (bsen)
lltustmtos the confflet extsttng on ttw lssue of wage decentralisatlon between employers
and emptoys€s ln'Denmark. Tha rcaentcoltective wage bargaining between the maiar
labour martet organisatlons ln the publlc seotor dld not rcsult in a mator breal<through tar
locally dateffilned wages which was tha aim of employers, On the cofitrury, a rathar
aontratisedwage system appealsto beinFilaca.lf amareflexiblesystemisrequired,the
currentframawo* does not saen to provide the salutions.
Tlle stuW of trade tnlon membersllnancad bythe LA, may not be an isolated stufr.
There are parut tete tn swede n where simllar surueys are canled out at fue yearly lnterrvals,
The findings of the Danish study have tent support b he (tabate over the future struGture
olthettadeunianmovement. Manytradeunlons,togetharwtthtleLOarelnvdvedinthls
debate. Since tha interuiews were cafild o& ln a pertod of Conseruative liberal
governanco,theWsibleeffectsof achangetoaSaclahDamocratlc'Centrcgovemfient
mlght have been lnteresilng to investlgato. The continued decllne in palitical pafiy
memberdfpnaysupportthefindinglhatasrepffcismtowardspartyrr,littcsamongtrade
union members is wtdespread.
me most lntarcstlng aspect of the analysls of itldu$trlal pramolion in Westem
Denmark (Tanvtg) ls the mwe towards a more complex publlc-private etfort wlth a mes*
and mdcr*levsltocusanddronglrrtemationalltnl<s, Akayquestion, stllltahe answered,
iswhethertaxfinanredpftottscomparemorefavwrablythanthe eflortsof the industrles
themedves. tn the case of Danma*, however, with a {arge number al small entorpilses,
here ls a cleil trerd towards tdx ftnanced industrial promotion measures within the
@nbrt ot an intermtional market. Anothat kgy question, rabad tentalive,ty in fie study,
isth6 ertailtu whlch thes€ promotlonspoliciss ara aimed atmovlng activilies trum one
region to another.
The lasf two votumes, both refening to govemment priorlties tor rosearch, refled the
dlffrcullles af undardking emplrical rcsearch in a rapldly changing environment. The
Noidisvotumetshlghtyrwmmendedasausefullntroductlontoemplilmllabowmarkot
researdtintheNordlcoounilles.lnevltably,thebpl*forrogearchandthepalicyagendas
are wbJea to frequent &ange ae the tndustrial and publlc sector omPtoym#fi oontaxt
evotues. SOme resoarch apprcaches aro mafi sulted to accommodrate thls change whltst
otherc, 6ucfi as larga-scale data seE, are slowerto respond, Although tha dlrec{lon of
emplrlcal resaarch ls freqwfitly supported by thaary, the Nordic volume contains no
refarancl to thls therirailcal undarpinning, The volume would have benafited from gome
dis4ussiotrofth6theorailcalopttonswdtheprincipaldtsagreementsaboutlnterpretation
ardslrategicdtoicee.TheDanlsh researehdacumentemphaslsestheneedforeondnulty
lnlabourma*etrasearch,Howevwthertsklhalshort-termeconomicehangemaycreate
awrlesof newprloritresremalns.Thesepriorldesaraltkelytoraffectfiaday-to4ayneeds
of policy lmplementers ratker than ths longer-term needs ol strategic declsion-makers,
Tha avaluatlon af new labour market poficies is ol maJor lnterest to all conmmed. The
resulte of evaluations may howevet, ho fiaximlsed through more ln4epth tesearch from
awiderrange of interdisciptinaryteams d researchers. This widerresearch facility is not
foreseen as part of *te hlintstry d Laboyfs r*earch programmq rclytrry therefore on
oth $ appo ft u n lti e s to r tu nd i n g.
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Belgium
Le march6 du travailen Belglque:
salalres et dur6e du travall fl'he
Employment Market ln Belglum:
Wages and Working Hours)
ADMtN|STRAT|ON DE L'EMPLO| (1994)
This document issued by the Ministry of
Work and Employment in September
1994, aims to briefly outline the institu-
tlonal and statistical elements essential
for an understanding of the salary situa-
tiorn in Belgium.
The opening chapter devotes itself to
the setting of salaries in the private sec-
tor, The author reviews different levels
of salary negotiations. Interprofessional
agreements grant certain benefits to all
workers regarding salaries at a national
level such as a guaranteed minimum
monthly wage, set working hours and
annual paid holiday entitlements. Agree-
ments concluded at this level are supple-
mented by negotiations between trade
unions and management at sectoral or
sub-sectoral level, and finally there are
negotiations between trade union repre-
sentatives and employers at company
level.
The second section of the chapter
reviews the main sources of salary statis-
tics available. Examples are: the surveys
of salaries by the National Institute of
Statistics, the index of contractual sala-
ries for workers and employees of the
Ministry of Work and Employment, the
statistical data issued by the National
Office of Social Securiry (ONSS), the
National Institute of Sickness and Dis-
ability Insurance (INAMI) and the Na-
tional Pension Office (ONrP).
The second chapter deals with the
guaranteed minimum monthly wage. The
aim of this chapter is to take stock of the
various legal provisions in Belgium to
guarantee workers a minimum wage. In-
deed, in common with many other coun-
triep, Belgium imposes a minimum wage
whlch is guaranteed to employees. Un-
like some neighbouring countries (France
and the Netherlands), this minimum wage
is not statutory but is the result of a labour
agrbement drawn up at national level
betpeen unions and management within
the National Labour Council. The CCT
(Convention Collective du Travail) la-
bour agreement no 43 of 13th July 1993
(for adult workers aged2l or over, work-
ing under a full-time contract) and the
CCT no 50 of 29th October 1991 (for
workers under 2 I years old) are studied in
this chapter.
The principle of safeguarding com-
petitiveness is discussed in the third chap-
ter. Since 1989, Belgium has had a sys-
tem for monitoring the competitive sta-
tus of the economy, and a specific inter-
vention procedure in case this position
deteriorates.
The objective of this chapter is firstly
to briefly analyse the reasons and context
which led to the sefting up of a "standard"
(the rapid increase in salaries after the
frst oil crisis and government interven-
tion in wage seftlements). It then goes on
to show that the concept of competitive-
ness as understood in law is the result of
a long debate during which this defini-
tion was considerably broadened and to
clearly present the law itself. Finally it
recounts the conditions and objectives of
government intervention in 1993 when,
on the basis of this law, a range of meas-
ures were taken, notably those introduced
in the global plan.
Chapter four develops the approach
in terms of wage costs and net gains.
Salaries are a cost to companies and a
revenue (net gain) for households. The
current chapter aims to briefly present
the relevant statistics for the net gains
and wage costs, as well as a table showing
the gap between the cost of employment
and the workers' net revenue in various
European Union counries.
As far as net gains are concerned, the
principle statistical source is the National
Institute of Statistics, which collaborates
in the production of statistics on the lev-
els and trends in workers' net gains in
manufacturing industries in the
EUROSTAT framework. This is a meas-
ure ofthe gains after tax and social secu-
rity payments paid by employees. In rela-
tion to international comparisons, these
data are particularly enlightening when
one considers the heterogeneity of the
fiscal regimes and the finance mecha-
nisms of the social security systems across
the European Union.
For labour costs, the reference is a
survey undertaken every 4 years cover-
ing industry, commerce, banks and insur-
ance companies in most European Union
countries.
Finally, the author combines the sta-
tistical data on net gains and wage costs
to produce a table which reconstructs the
differences between salary costs and net
gain based on the average salary of a
single industrial worker.
The final chapter deals with the vari-
ous statistical concepts used for working
hours (the idea of normal duration and
effective duration of work) as well as the
various available sources on the subject
(Planning Office Statistics, survey of la-
bour costs by the National Institute of
Statistics (INS), survey of the workforce
by the INS, semestrial survey on work
duration within the companies of INS).
Available from: Ministdre de I'Emploi et du
Travail, rue Belliard 51, 1040 Bruxelles. FR.
Tele-thulsarbeld ln Vlaanderen: Ver
Van Mlfn Bed? (Teleworklng in
Flanders: "Far from my bed?")
sTooP R, SELS C (1ee4)
The introduction to the report provides
an overview of the different working
arrangements referred to as
"teleworking". Teleworking involves
many variables, which the authors argue
to be the following: the technology used
(phone, fax, modem, PCs and so on), the
concept of work place and of distance
(teleworking from home or from a local
centre, mobile work for travelling sales-
men, and so on), the amount of time spent
teleworking (part-time or full-time), the
level of qualifications involved (which
determines the flexibility of the work, the
level of computerisation, the amount of
time which can be spent "teleworking",
and so on) and the apparent tendency for
women to be involved in teleworking.
The two following sections present
the results of two surveys carried out in
Flanders: one of employers, and the other
of workers.
The survey of employers aims to
evaluate their need for teleworking, and
more particularly the potential and limi-
29
tations of this form of work organisation.
Particular attention was payed to SMEs,
but the authors found no significant dif-
ference in the perception of teleworking
between small and large companies. The
employers' answers could be summa-
rised as follows: "teleworking yes, but...".
The survey showed concern over how
teleworkers would be managed, how to
maintain discipline, enterprise culture
and personal contact with teleworkers.
The authors end this section by present-.
ing several examples of teleworking in
Flanders.
The second survey seeks to determine
whether workers are prepared to telework,
and for how much of their working time.
It appears that among workers whosejobs lend themselves easily to
teleworking, this only interests half of
the employees. For the most part these
workers are young, have small children,
are managers within the company and
have high incomes. As a rule, the em-
ployees all stated that they had no interest
in teleworking full-time.
Finally, the authors stress that the
assumed advantages of teleworking, such
as a paperless society, telecottages and so
on, are hardly in line with reality.
Available from: SERV-Stichting Technologie
Vlaanderen, Jozef II straat 12-16, lO40 Brussels.
NL.
ThedocumentbytheBelglanLabaarAdmwstratlfintakes6tockof thesettlngof salaies
ln Belgium and ls all the more interest@ lrt tlmt it is set in the climate of the current wage
freeze.
The salaty question was hlgh on the poltttal agenda last year ln the context of the
debate on the redistributlon of work thraugh a reduction ot working time. One of the
stumbllng blocks ln the negotlallons between managefient and the unions was the
preseruatlon of the salary level whloh would have nocossltated a change in the method
of calcdation.
It ssams thal thla question ls sfrll cunent as it is more than possible that this questian
witlbeantheagendauponthereopenlngof parliament. lndeed,theBelgiangovemm@nt
is dnrged wfttr implamenting a multi-annual plan for employment. The salary questlon
will wtthoutdaubt bo parl of the debate; the unions are already unfted on this aubJec/..
The r*ear* by Stoop and Sels is partlcularly tlmoly ln tha figtt of the wark belng
undefiakan by the European Commisslon Wpolnted expert wotklng group on the
emplowent imdications of the lnformation soclety.
Thesunreyswhichwarecanledoutatffierequestof SttchlngTechnologieWaanderen,
th6TechnotryAssessme,ntUnitofthe SociahEconomishVabondvanVlaanderen, are
novet in that they do not focus solety on cgntomporary expertancas af teleworking, but
also look at tfie oplnlons of employers and workers by loohlng at a wlder sample of
Duslnasses, and whelher or not they have adopted telawoffing.
The study stafls from the obseryatlon that despila the predlctlons of the technicians
(ln1971,AT&Tforecastedthatbyt990half of Affiortcanworketswouldworkfromhome,
whlle ln 1988, surueys showed only t0,Nfr telewoy'r.ars ln the USA), in Flanders
teleworking represents a negllglbla pracliw reld#ve to the Wtentlal teleworker popula-
tion. The double suruoy offers an ar?st{torto tf,fs questran.
The suruey of employers suggesls thE real reasans preventing them lrom incorpo'
rating telewoilng lnto lhelr company are tke tear of loslng control of their workers and
the necessity of fundamantally reorganlslng work management (training, promotion and
so on). This demoflstrdtas that telawoNng is more a prablam of human resources and
work management than one of technology.
The suway of the workers shows that a slgnificant number of employees are reluctant
totelewod<,parilcularlyfulhtlme. Thishighltghtsthemanypsycholaglalandsoctologfl-
cal tmpllxatiwts that teleworklng engenders (lonellness, isolatlon and so on).
T*lswa*lnglseeenbyworkarsand employersallkeasamaJorfactoraflnstltutlonal
changa; thls ohange naedsto bacarefully managed.
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Federal Republic
of Germany
Beschiftlgungspolitlk (Labou r
Market Poltcyl
ENGELEN.KEFER U, KOHLJ, PESoHEL P,
ULLMANN H (1egs)
This book provides a thorough account
of developments in German labour mar-
kel policy. It begins with an outline of the
cohceptual foundations of labour market
poficy and describes the operational prin-
oiples of labour markets from a sectoral
as well as from an overall economic point
of View. Labour market policy is clearly
defined as an element of social policy.
The authors provide an historical over-
view of labour market trends in West
Germany and reference is made to more
legent developments in East Germany.
Particular attention is devoted to struc-
tural changes in the labour market, and in
particular the way in which certain sec-
tions of the labour force have been af-
feqted by the employment crisis. In an-
other section the book assesses the extent
and pervasiveness of income inequali-
ties.
The labour market policy instruments
used since the foundation of the Federal
Republic of Germany are outlined in a
comprehensive chapter and their appli-
cation in the specific context of the East
Gefman labour market situation is dis-
cussed. The final chapter provides pro-
jections for employment trends in Ger-
many and concludes with demands for
the achievement of full employment to
become a declared priority of the Federal
State.
According to the authors, economic
policy over the last ten years has in-
creased GNP and the numbers in employ-
ment, but it has been unable to resolve
the problem of mass unemployment. The
reasons for this failure are attributed to
the failure to put internal investment
apojve profits yet the reductions in work-
idg]time which have been achieved are
conisidered favourably.
A chapter devoted to the problems of
the past German labour market assesses
the impact of a variety of separate meas-
ures. The authors strongly reject deregu-
lation as an option for stimulating em-
ployment, and demand a more active
labgur market policy, to be achieved
The book by Engelen-Kefer, Khhl, Pesahel and Ullmann ls the relssued, updated thhd
editlon. lts comprchenslve, nature has made lt an essential textbook on labour market
policy, lt looks at labour market policy trom a long-term, structural W$psdlve and
regards longierm unemployment in Ge rmany as a fundamental deficit, lt the refore calls
upon politlcians and employers Io facethe problem constructively. The bookdoes not
anceal the political orientation ol its authors (on€ of the aulhors is deputy leader of he
Germanpeaktndeunionorganlsatlon(DGB). However,thisbookisahighly informative
and aciantlflcally well-sourced work.
ln view of the exchange rate turbulence in early 1995, the creatlon of a common
dtrrency area has atkined new prominence. During this time it demonstrated iust how
diftlcult lt is to bring economic and currency policy lnto line thrcughout the whola ot the
EU and maintain a balanced exchange rata, The nead to creale a common cuffency was
highlightedfurtherbytheproblemscausedbyexchange raterisks. The studyby Rhein
prwtdes an up to date overview ol the scientl{lc discussion on the emplayment and wage
lmpact of a single cuffency. In addition to tha well known documents publish# by tho
Commlssian (Emeraon-Report) this study includes contributions from lhe German and
F rench sp eaki n g c,ounti es.
Thevolumeby Buschprovidess*veralsuggestionstrom atradeunion pointofview.
It potnts out tha dangers ol Economic and Monetary Unlan for the operatlon of trade
unlonsanddescibesthreedlfferentlntogtationscenarioswithdiflerent reguirementsfor
collwtivo bargalnlng, While the adiustment needs ln labour markets arld wagas are
clear{yidentlfied,theeconomicadvantages andovarallamploymantbenelitsseemtobe
underqstimatd.
The preventian of long-term unemployment and the reintegratlon of those alfected
by lt lsone ol the main prtoitio€ outlined by the Commtssion in the foilow-up reports to
the conclusions ol the E6$on summlt The study by Schmid, Krdmmalbein, Klems and
Gass recounts the expeience of a recent German lnltlativa in this area. The report shows
that the new direction taken by labour market policy far the hard to place can be
conslderad to be useful. At the same time the researcher$ highlight the detlcits in th6
conception and implementation at the measures and highltght passlbllities for their
improvement.
through a befter co-ordination of struc-
tural and labour market policy.
Available from: Bund Verlag GmbH. 51149
Ktiln. DE
Europilsche WEhrungsunion:
M6gllche Konsequenzen fiir
Besch6ftlgung und Lohn. Eln
Llteraturberlchl. (Eu ropean
Monetary Union: Posslble
Consequences lor Employment and
Wages. A Llterature Revlew)
RHEIN T (1ee4)
Using an overview of the literature pub-
lished in the 1990s, this essay seeks to
assess the impact of European Monetary
Union on employment and wage policies
and discusses its effect on regional eco-
nomic development. Experiences from
the USA are included where they offer
additional insights.
The essay initially discusses the theory
of optimum cr[rency areas, and details
the requirements for the success of a
common currency as being: the integra-
tion of economic policy with identical
rates of inflation; a high level of trade
interconnections; and sectoral structures
of production moving closer together. A
system of fiscal transfers which is able to
balance regional crises is also required.
These are considered to be the basic
criteria for the creation of a single cur-
rency area. External shocks in certain
regions or sectors have to be compen-
sated for, by introducing greater labour
market flexibility. This can be achieved
3t
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through migratory movements as well as
flexible wage systems.
It is generally assumed that monetary
union will lead to positive long-term
effects relating to the reduction of cur-
rency risks and transaction costs. How-
ever, in the short-term the costs ofadjust-
ment will be high due to the creation of a
common monetary and fiscal policy
geared to achieving maximum economic
stability. The adaptability of labour mar-
kets in the EU is considered to be much
lower than that of the US. Currency union
places higher demands on wage flexibil-
ity and wage differentiation, but a com-
mon currency makes wage relations a lot
more transparent. The author argues that
this could lead to greater demands for the
equalisation of wage differentials. Dif-
ferences in regional development may
either be exacerbated or eased by mon-
etary union.
Available from: W. KohlhammerGmbH, 70549
Stuttgart. DE.
Europilsche lntegratlon und
Tarlfpolltlk. Lohnpolitische
Konsequenzen der Wlrtschafts- und
Wihrungsu nlon (Eu ropean
lntegratlon and Collective
Bargainlng Poltcy. The
Consequences of Economlc and
Monetary Unlon tor Wages Policy)
BUSCH K (1994)
This book is structured in five chapters:
Chapter one provides an historical over-
view of European integration before the
framing of the agreement on Economic
and Monetary Union. The second chapter
argues that from the workforce's point of
view, devaluation is a less painful instru-
ment for the achievement of fiscal and
monetary adaptation than wage-price-
flexibility. The third chapter explores the
development of collective bargaining in
the Community in the 1980s. The fourth
chapter presents the changed framework
for collective bargaining resulting from
convergence policy. The final chapter
outlines different scenarios for monetary
integration and their effects on trade un-
ion policy for collective bargaining.
Busch assesses the question of the
impact of European economic and mon-
etary union on wage policy, and high-
lights consequences for trade union ac-
tivities. He follows the hypothesis that
the pursuit of economic and monetary
union contravenes the interests of em-
ployees in Europe for a variety of rea-
sons. In an economic and monetary union
scenario wage earners would have to
suffer much greater adjustment costs than
in a system of adjustable exchange rates.
When an imbalance occurs in the devel-
opment of competitiveness between the
different Member States in an economic
and monetary union scenario, downward
wage flexibility will substitute exchange
rate adjustments as an adjustment mecha-
nism.
Economic and monetary union will
make it more difficult for trade unions in
Europe to build an effective wage cartel.
Trade unions will therefore have to de-
velop a European strategy aimed at elimi-
nating any wage competition between
stronger and weaker national trade un-
ions, which might lead to the weaker
trade unions dominating wage bargain-
ing.
The author argues that attempts to
adhere at any cost to the convergence
criteria laid down in the Maastricht Treaty
contributed to the deepening ofthe reces-
sion in Europe in 1991 and l992.Conver-
gence policy has also led to a worsening
of the social situation of salaried employ-
ees in Europe. The reduction of unit
labour cost is seen to be the declared aim
of convergence policy in many Member
States.
A step by step transition to European
and Monetary Union over a longer period
of time is considered to be in the best
interests of salaried employees, and could
avoid the discrediting of European inte-
gration in many parts of Europe.
Available from: Bund Verlag GmbH, 51149
Ktiln. DE.
Neue Wege der Arbeitsmarktpolltik
ftr Langzeltarbeltslose (New Forms
of Labour Market Policy for the
Long-term Unemployed)
scHMlD A, xRo[aMeLsetNI s, KLEMS w, GASS
G (1se4)
This study presents the findings of a
study accompanying the Action Employ-
ment Support Measures for the lnng-
t e rm Unemployed which the German Gov-
ernment instigated in 1989. Researchers
focused on the 250 million DM special
prograrnme for hard+o-place long-term
unemployed people.
This volume is structured in fourparts:
initially it outlines the guidelines and
aims of the programmes, the position of
the programme in the overall policy con-
text, and introduces the methodology of
the study. This is followed by an analysis
ofthe target group and a look at the types
of measures used. Finally it provides a
summary of the results of the study and a
discussion of conclusions relevant to la-
bour market policy.
At the centre of the study is the ques-
tion how far the labour market policy
strategies pursued by the progralnme -
project assistance, assistance for social
reintegration, the combination of differ-
ent measures, and the co-operation of
different actors - could improve the la-
bour market opportunities of the target
groups. Project assistance was aimed at
realising measures, which would have
been difficult to implement under the
currently dominant system of individual
assistance.
Project assistance aims at a holistic
approach towards assisting participants.
The analysis of participants showed
that there was a significant discrepancy
between the participants and the target
group. Older participants, women, those
with health problems and those without
training were a minority. The integration
of social care measvres into labour mar-
ket policy was perceived as a qualitative
leap. The extension of labour market
policy to cover social policy aspects is
considered to be crucial. Only by ad-
dressing their social and psychological
needs will it be possible to achieve a
reintegration of the target groups into
working life.
The level of placement achievement -
35-4OVo - was remarkably high, yet only
half the participants could be integrated
into the primary labour market. The rea-
son is thought to be the fact that the
prograrnme provided little incentive for
companies to participate. The conclusion
to be drawn is that supply and demand
policy are both necessary for the success
of such initiatives.
Available from: Edition Sigmis, HeimstraBe
14, 10965 Berlin. DE.
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Luxembourg
La maln-d'oeuvre frontallEre au
Luxembour g (Cross-Border Labour
ln Luxembourg)
STATEC (1 995)
This document is an account of research
entitled 'FRONT', which was carried out
by the Public Research Centre of the
Luxembourg University Centre with the
help of four Luxembourg institutions from
the field of ernployment statistics and
statistical analysis.
The project, intended as an exhaus-
tive study of, cross-border labour in the
grand-duchy of Luxembourg, is part of a
wider study of employment based on
figures collected by the Luxembourg so-
cial security system.
The advantage ofthis study overpre-
vious research in this field is its exhaus-
tiveness. lndeed, it draws on data from
every branch of the Luxembourg social
security system. In addition, it is sup-
ported by a large quantity ofunpublished
census data gathered by international in-
stitutions based in Luxembourg and sta-
tistical offices from neighbouring regions.
The study Ahows that in 1994, nearly
25Vo of domestic employment in Luxem-
bourg consisted of cross-border labour
(5Vo German, l2Vo French, SVo Belgian).
Over the last 20 years, almost all of
the rise in employment has been due to
the increase in foreign workers, immi-
grants or cross-border labour.
The study reveals that three economic
sectors account for 40Vo of the cross-
The ltow of crosa-bordor labour into Luxembourg has tor decades been the subjact of
numerous'studies, atlof whlchhaveencounteredditflcutttesmncemingthe reliabitityand
*^{;:ff::;;::;;::#z:tr:,jn::ff 
;nresotvethtsproptembyusinsaranseot
statistical souroes for which reliability and compreheirsiyeness are well eiiabllshed: a
database of informationcovering altbranchesof the Luxembourg socialsecudtysystem,
and unpublishedflgures gathered byintemational institutionsbased in Luxembourg and
the statisilcal offices of neighbouring regions.
The poollng of these resources has hlghllghted some very lntereslng lnformation,
notably a detailed brcakdown of the home regions of cfoss-border workers. Howevdr,
furtherlightneeds to be shed on some significantproblems such as thetraining ot cross-
borderworkercandtheprcciselocallonof employers-thisinformationwasnotavailable.
border workforce. These are the con-
struction, financial services and other
services (estate agents, business serv-
ices and so on) sectors.
The authors also considered the sal-
ary discrepancies between residents and
cross-border workers. The average sal-
ary of cross-border workers is lower
than that of residents. The study sought
to assess whether this was due to dis-
crimination or social "dumping". It
transpired that the salary gap was due
mainly to differences in social status,
work sector and age or sex distribution.
The apparent discrepancies between
wage levels for residents and cross-bor-
der workers merely reflects the struc-
tural differences between the two
populations.
Finally, the study offers a possible
answer to the question often posed in
public debate: what links exist between
resorting to cross-border labour and the
growth in domestic unemployment?
The research gives no support to the
hypothesised link between cross-border
work and unemployment in the domestic
workforce. Rather, the main factors be-
hind the rise in unemployment among
residents seem to be the slowdown in the
growth of the employment market and
the educational profile of the worKorce.
Available from: STATEC, 6 bd Royal, b.p.
3M, L-2O13 Luxembourg. FR.
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Greece
THNOAONKH TIOAITIKH KAI
TIEPOEPEIAKE> ZHT}DED
TIPO>ONTON 
'YNOETIKHEKOEEH (Technology Pollcy and
Reglonal Demand for Skllls -
Synthesis Report)
BLUMBERGER W, NEMETH D,
PAPATHEODOSSTOU TH (1 ess)
This is a synthesis report of studies con-
ducted in Austria, Greece, Ireland and
Italy with financial support from the Eu-
ropean Union. The report compares the
development of technology policy in the
four countries over the last decade. The
extent to which this policy can inlluence
regional skill demands (or shortages) is a
key issue. Three sectors are examined -
metals (excluding steel), textiles, and
plastics - first, from the point of view of
the diffusion of advanced technology;
second, from an approach that identifies
skill shortages. The study is particularly
interesting for Greece as it allows an
exchange of information from countries
in different stages of development which
have recent experience of disseminating
advanced technology and of responding
to the impact on the skills of the
workforce.
Available from: Institute ofTechnological Edu-
cation,56 Sygrou Av, ll7 42 Athens. EN.
MEAETH ANATITYETD AAYPIOY
(Development Study lor the Reglon
of Lavrlo)
rEAM OF EXPERTS (1994)
Lavrio is typical ofa region experiencing
de-industrialisation and related employ-
ment problems. The objective of this
study, commissioned by the OAED, was
to undertake analysis and make recom-
mendations on appropriate local eco-
nomic development measures. Strategi-
cally, the study was designed to find
solutions in the short and medium-term
to combat the severe employment crisis.
Because the labour market problems of
Lavrio are perceived to be multi-dimen-
sional, with rapid movement in trends,
the totality of individual institutions and
policy options was reviewed. Overall the
findings of the study suggest a develop-
ment strategy for the region made up of
partial shategies for each sector of the
economy, together with the creation of a
well-targeted development mechanism.
Available from: Organisation for the Employ-
ment of the Labour Force (OAED), 8 Thrace Str,
173 4?Trachones, Athens. GR.
>YNEXIZOMENH
ETIAITEAMATIKH KATAPIDH
>THNEA AAA (Contlnuous
Vocatlonal Tralnlng ln Greece)
rLrADrs N (199s)
A national report of continuing voca-
tional training, undertaken within the
framework of the FORCE programme,
involved the participation of the Trans-
enterprise Association. There are two
main parts to the report. The first sets the
context and includes data on the eco-
nomic situation in Greece, the labour
market, the education system and the
legislative, political and financial frame-
work within which continuing vocational
training operates. Information is also pro-
vided on the delivery of training projects
by various training providers/agents.
The second part ofthe report is dedi-
cated to activities implemented within
Greece under the FORCE prograrnme.
The data are presented according to vari-
ous categories ofprojecs which are meant
to appeal to both specialist and non-
specialist readers. The report covers the
organisation of naining projects, assess-
ments and evaluations that highlight as-
pects ofquality in training and the oppor-
tunities for access to continuing voca-
tional training.
Available from: National lnstitute of Labour,
89 Patission Str. Athens. GR.
Tha repofi on technolagy policy ts lang awaited and well.reoelved despite the llmtbtlons
of lhe study with iE focus on onty threa s6ctdrs. It wiil not therelore bo possible ta
generalisa for the banefit of oher soctors, efther ln Greece ar the other dase study
countrlas, Othereeclors thatwouldbanefitlrom astudyolthls typelncludethe chemical
and food tndustries where new technatogy ts afuanctng nptetly. Less automated sectors
af potentlal lntercstinclude clothtng and foatweal
Thestdlesof lavrloandThlva,Wrtof a@riesof developmentdudlesonproblematic
regions commlselon# by the OAED , were oompleted ln 1 994 dnd dlscussed at a speclal
wod<shop. Tha raport on Lavrio is an lntarestlng pilot study. Afthough the rcgion exhibits
the usual eharacterlsdcs of a dectlnlng industrtal regtan with hlgh unemployment, the 
'proportlon af skilted aN semt-shlfied Industrlal workers and technicians wer 40 yean of
age is higherthan average.
The repfi dadlcat$ ta fie FARCE actMtles, one af the ttrst lnftlatives of tha newly,
formed National lr*stttute of Labour, fllls an lnformatton gap by providlng lnterasting data
about awtd*spredd programme af projects. A more oxtonslve blbllography and a list of
tharelevanttrainingagentslftGroecewouldhave baen useful addltions, Astheactivifide
of theso propcts are rapidly evolving, regular updates of studies of this We arc
necessaty.
The study by Voutslnos duplicates some prevlous wor| in fts outllno of aducafron aN
tralnlng syslefis (albeft wtth more recent matoial). The innovation is in thd proposal to
includethetralningrystamsotthewa*forwlnthewlderdevelopmentstrateryforhuman
rc.@urces.
The report on Tfiiva laads to a set of spscilic dewlopment proposals including the
promotionotatanspoftationandcommuniaflonslntrastrudur*,thasupplyaf bothpubltc
and privale selvfces, the tntroductlon of measures to lmprove the compatitlveness af
productiveactfufiy, andthetransterof atteastsofti€ otthese actlvftiesfromthe saturated
reglon at Athsns. lllhllst he analysis has led, in most cases, to a comgehensive,_
developmant plan, the longer^tetm mulflpller efteds are not fully examlnod as the report
ts Wtintetlc tn predicting a posltlve cansequence on employmert and income from the
interuentions.
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ilOAITIKH ANATITYETD
ANoponmoN noPoN (Poficies
lor the Development ol Human
Besources)
vouTstNos G ET AL (1995)
A team of five experts have recently
completed this study for the Centre for
Political Research and Retraining. The
approach adopted has three main ele-
ments:
. a European overview which gives in-
formation on the development of Eu-
ropean policies that link education to
social policy, economic policy and
labour market policies and measures;
. a national overview which outlines
the Greek framework within which
the demand for education, employ-
ment, training and retraining is ex-
pressed;
. and, finally, a series of proposals for
the development of human resources
policies in Greece. These proposals
are devoted to the achievement of
equal opportunities; the relationship
between education, haining and the
labour market; and the best means of
co-ordinating activities to achieve
good practice in human resource de-
velopment.
Future policies point to an overhaul
of the vocational education and training
system, a review of the accreditation
system of qualifications and, finally, the
establishment of a Supreme Council for
the development of human resources.
Available from: Centre for Political Research
and Retraining, ION Publishing, 7 Simpligadon
Str., Peristeri, Athens. GR.
O ANAIITYEIAKOI
NPOBAHMATDMO: KAI OI
IIPOTA>ED I'IA THN TIEPIOXH
OHBA> (Development lssues and
Proposals for the Reglon ot Thiva)
TEAM OF EXPERTS (1994)
The region of Thiva is dominated eco-
nomically by the secondary production
sector and the development problems are
specific to an area dependent on manu-
facturing for employment. Various pro-
duction units are located in this region
which vary in characteristics and size.
For example, one quarter of the worKorce
in the region is employed in large indus-
tries such as Aluminium of Greece, the
Greek aviation industry, and LARKO
mines. The remaining industrial
workforce is located in SMEs including
food, metal products, clothing, textiles,
timber, non-metallic minerals etc.
The srudy comments critically on the
region's development problems by ex-
amining the role of large industry in the
labour market. Conclusions are drawn
about the overall performance of the
economy on production and, eventually,
the employment prospects for the region.
Available from: Organisation for the Employ-
ment of the labour Force (OAED), 8 Thrace Str,
173 4?Trachones, Athens. GR.
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Sweden
N6gra utlindska forskares syn pa
svensk arbetsmarknadspol Itlk
(Some Rellectlons on Swedlsh
Labour Market Policy)
BLANCHFLOWER D G, JACKMAN R, SAINT-PAUL
G (1ees)
This report is one of a number commis-
sioned by the Committee on Swedish
Labour Market Policy. The committee
appointed by the Swedish government in
1994, was charged with reviewing the
role, scope, focus and delimitation of
labour market policy. As a part of this
work and in order for the evaluation of
today's labour market policy to be as
complete as possible, a non-Nordic group
of experts was invited to make an inde-
pendent study.
This group ofexperts found that Swed-
ish active labourmarketpolicies appeared
to have been successful in a number of
areas. Though not the main cause of
Sweden's historic low unemployment
rate, these measures assisted in prevent-
ing the emergence of long spells of open
unemployment, even if there is no evi-
dence that the total length of spells out of
regular work diminished. There are also
some indications that active labour mar-
ket policy measures are effective as work
tests, since participation in labour market
programmes is handed out by the em-
ployment agency as a requirement for
further benefit eligibility.
However, the authors argue that in the
current climate of recession and fiscal
crisis, the financial burden of spending
on unemployed people is unsustainable
and is inhibiting the creation of new jobs.
One of the main findings in this report is
that the role of the state in the functioning
of the labour market needs to be recon-
sidered and, until this issue is more fully
addressed, it may be premature to look at
more detailed administrative arrange-
ments.
The authors recommend that shock
therapy is required in the short-term to
help solve the current fiscal crisis. In the
medium and long-term, the authors argue
that the unemployment benefit system
should be redesigned in order to avoid
harmful disincentive effects and that the
labour market for youth should be made
more competitive in order to create
jobs. They also recommend that the
scope and purpose of active labour mar-
ket policy should be greatly reduced
and clarified. Reductions in long-term
unemployment should be clearly stated
as the chief objective of such policies.
The authors also recommend a continu-
ing programme of quantitative evalua-
tions of the success or otherwise of
labour market schemes.
Available from : Fritzes kundtjiinst, S- I 06 47,
Stockholm. SV, EN.
Swedish Economic Pollcy Revlew
THE ECONOMIC COUNCIL OF SWEDEN (ED)
(1ges)
The frst issue of the Swedish Economic
Policy Review was launched in the au-
tumn of 1994.Its purpose was to publish
research on economic policy of particu-
lar relevance for Sweden.
The journal is edited and published
by the Economic Council of Sweden, a
body of academic economists commis-
sioned by the Swedish government to
initiate and provide information about
policy relevant research, and to advise
the Ministry of Finance and the Na-
tional Institute of Economic Research
on scientific matters. The Swedish Eco-
nomic Policy Review addresses issues
of economic performance confronting
policy-makers.
One of the important topics covered
in the second issue published (Swedish
Economic Policy Review, Vol. 2, No.1,
Spring 1995), is the effectiveness of
active labour market policy measures.
The article Swedish Labor Market Pro-
g rams : Effi c ie ncy and Timlng by Ackum
Agell, focuses on how active labour
market policy measures have worked
during the recent recession. One of the
main findings is that the effect of active
labour market progrnmmes on an indi-
vidual's future labour market prospects,
appears smaller the later placement in a
programme occurs. Participants in re-
placement schemes are generally better
off than in the other programmes under
study. According to the article, it is not
clear whether low-budget, large-scale pro-
grammes are less efficient than others. The
author has after the publication of the
article reported that, due to certain errors
in the sample, some interpretations made
in paragraph 3.2 and the last concluding
remark, are not valid. A clarifying note on
this will be published in Vol. 3, No. 1
Spring 1996 of thejournal.
One of the topics examined in the arti-
cle Employment Policies and Displace-
ment in the Youth I'abour Market by
Skedinger is to what extent young workers
in Sweden are crowded out from regular
employment by job creation programmes
for young people. Such programmes are of
a temporary nature and allow employers to
hire young people without giving them
permanent contracts. The results in the
paper indicate considerable displacement
of regular employment. The effects are
largerthan those found in previous studies,
where data aggregated over all age groups
were used. The author points out, how-
ever, that the particular design of the pro-
gramme is likely to be an important factor
behind the size ofthe crowding-out effects
but that this aspect has not been possible to
include in the empirical analysis.
In the article Unemployment Insurance,
Labour Market Programmes and Repeated
U nemployment in Sw e denby Ackum Agell,
Bjtirklund and Harkman, likely conse-
quences of limiting the right to renew the
eligibility to employment benefits by par-
ticipating in labour market prograrnmes
are studied. The authors find that long
spells of benefit-programme periods are
common in Sweden. Their theoretical
framework implies that a limitation of
benefits would create stronger incentives
to escape unemployment among a signifi-
cant number of unemployed people. How-
ever, they also find that those unemployed
people who run the risk of losing benefits
have lower family income and are more
likely to receive social allowances than
other unemployed people. So, the authors
conclude that an efficiency-equity trade-
off seems to be involved.
Available from: STK-Distribution, Box 84, S-
162 12 Vallingby. EN.
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L{bour Market Pollcy at the
Crossroads
JoHANNESoN J. WADENSJO E (EDs) (1ees)
This is one of the majorreports published
by the Expert Group for Labour Market
Policy Evaluation Studies (EFA), a group
of researchers, administrators and repre-
sentatives of trade union and employer
organisations, which initiates research
concerning the effects of labour market
policy. The report consists of independ-
ent chapters containing several macro-
economic empirical evaluations and a
summary of micro-economic empirical
evaluations on active labour market
policy.
The emphasis in the macro-economic
evdluations is on the effects of active
labour market policy on the stabilisation
of employment. The results indicate that
labour market policy fulfilled its
stabilisation role during the 1970s and
the 1980s but that in the beginning of the
recession in the early I990s, compared to
earlier economic slowdowns, labour mar-
ket policy prograrnmes started to be im-
plemented at a later stage, and on a
smaller scale. Later in the recession, the
extent of labour market programmes was
expanded considerably and reached un-
precedented levels. The delay may have
contrlbuted to tle increase in unemploy-
ment, and thus to the fact that the total
volume of labour market policy is now
larger than it would have been otherwise.
A comparison between Sweden and
France regarding the effect of labour
mafket policy on the development of
long-term unemployment during the
1980s suggests that the longer time that
passes before labour market policy reacts
to an increase in unemployment, the more
serious the hysteresis effect will be and
consequently the greater the volume of
Iabour market policy measures needed to
bring long+erm unemployment back to
its former level. Another study indicates
that countries with centralised wage bar-
gaining systems have about the same rate
of inflation as other countries, but they
also spend more on active labour market
policy measures and have lower unem-
ployment.
In one chapter, a summary of certain
micro-economic evaluations of Swedish
Iabour market policy programmes is pre-
sented. The results of a specific pro-
gramme vary over time. The most recent
evaluations show less positive results
than the earlier ones. This presumably
reflects the fact that the earlier studies
refer to situations when unemployment
rates were much lower and fewer people
were taking part in prograrnmes,
Available from: The Expert Group for Labour
Market Policy Evaluation Srudies (EFA). Ministry
ofLabour, 5-103 33 Stockholm. EN.
For decades, adive labour market policy measures have ptayed an important role in
Swedish economic Nlcy, Duo to lhe recassion whlch started tn tho early lggls, the
erte* of labaur market programmes has now reachad unprecadented tevets, tn 1994,
around 5o/o of .the labour force parlicipated ln Nwrammee. D€ry,ite the fad thal open
unemployment iE expected lo fall samewhat in l9g5 and tW6, a decrease 4 the.
Wrcantage ofthe labour force ln programmes is not prajected.
Evaluationsof activelabourmarketplicyinitiated durtngthe l gglshave nowbegun
toemerge.Theraareindicalionsthatadlvelabourmaketpoticymoasuresifiptefiaftfad
inthe present eeonomieclimatehave leso pasltlye etfeats on the labourmarket drtd on
tndividuat labourmarketprospectscomparedtopreviousperiods.The reportsreviewed
tnthistswoof ttwButletlnusedlffdrentapproachestalookattheafflcacyof *tlvelabwr
market poltcy durtng the lgTls afid 1980s hut atso duringthe reeassionln the earty
1990s. 'i
The report by Btanchflower, Jackman and Saint-Paul offers an interesting comple-
menttothe studles cartedautby Swedish rc*garclwrs. Theauthorswere notinvitedto
pay muclt att6ntid{.} to quastionb concemlng lndMduat labaur markot progfimmes,
methflological solutions and intemal efficienal but their terms of rbference inctuded
.ln the sprtng 1995 issue of thl'swedtih Economlc Polioy Revtevf, (a recintli
launehed ecanomlc joumal addressing poltcy Ofiented matter$), artlcles on micre
economlc empirical evaluatdns of aNve labour market policy maasures.are glven a
promlnent padtlon. The rasults are indeed lntercstlng slnce sothe of the studies are
basedanveryrecenilyganerateddatawts.ThamdnfiNingsinhesearlicte$casrsofie
doubt on the etfactlvenoas of Swedtsh active labour ma*et polia,1, This is disgouwgtnti '..'
slnce one of the prtncipal dlffarenrps botween ohoices ol ilconomtc pblicy durtng the
recessian in Sweden in the eady 1 990s and the recession in Westem Eurcpe in the earty
1980s is tho dedicdted pursuance of an active labour market potley in Swdden.
The report:Labour Market Polley at lhe Crossroads' olfers a broad and vatuable
€u\ey of both tnacro+ afid mido-economic evaluatlons of dilforant affeot$.ot'actiia.
lahourmarketpalicyonthestabtl$'olemploymdnt,thefurtttlonb'igotthetabourmarkei,
wages and pfices, and on, parfrcipating Indivlilliats'futwe laboui market prospecti..
Throughwttherapofi emphaslslsplacedontheimportancdof dlsoininalfirgh6we6n'
the compositon, targeting and timhg of tabour markat policy measures when undorfuk-
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France
Le travall dans vlngt ans (Work in
Twenty Years Tlme)
COMMISSARIAT GENERAL AU PLAN (1995)
A report by the Commissariat G6n6ral au
Plan, published on 5th October 1995,
envisages a far reaching reform oflabour
legislation "to rebuild the institutional
and legal foundations of work".
The Commissariat argues that pro-
found changes are culrently under way
which require a revision of the long ac-
cepted concept of full employment. The
Commissariat G6n6ral au Plan asked a
Committee chaired by Jean Boissonat to
outline its vision of the concept of work
over the next 20 years.
The Committee's report is based on
an analysis which attempts to show how
many elements of labour legislation in-
herited from the Taylorist period are in-
creasingly unsuitable for regulating to-
day's employment relationships. The
maintainance of a notion of fixed work-
ing hours is also no longer seen to be
feasible today. In addition to other irre-
versible developments, such as the re-
versal ofthe age pyramid over the next 20
years, the authors forecast an increase in
the geographical and occupational mo-
bility of individuals as well as "a meta-
morphosis of worV'. In spite of these
changes they insist that over the next 20
years work will continue to be an essen-
tial factor in the social integration of
individuals.
Four alternative development sce-
narios are postulated: stagnation; hyper-
competition (the so-called "every man
for himself' scenario); adaptation; and
finally co-operation. A combination of
the latter two scenarios is preferred by the
authors. An annual reduction of working
time to 1500 hours in 2015 (compared
with 1670 today) is forseen and at least
107o should be devoted to training. This
would effectively lead to a reduction in
actual working time of 2O-257o over 20
years. The authors also propose the crea-
tion of a new regulatory framework for
employment relationships, the so-called
"activity contract" which would be signed
between an individual and a body consti-
tuting representatives of companies, uni-
Didiefs $fintribution proposes afew slmple short'term formulae, in the search for a
solution to the problem of unemployment, which take account of the current eanomic
recowry ln France. Both he and the Boiasonat Commtttee advocate the ldea af allective
respnslbillg, and the involvement of all aconomic and social adorq as an essantlal
means to crcating employment opportunlties.
Thethoughtsonlhe reconceptualisationaf workingtimeareprobablyamongtfiemost
advancedinthe French debateandcansttMa apositive rout€towardstheachievement
of redistribution of work. Working time is an issue where collecttue agreement is more
llkely to succeed than on the lssue of wages.
The Authors of both teports have argued fhaf is is lmperative to proceed with their
policy proposals since employmerrtwill continue to play a cruelal role in the integration ol
individuals in society, "acountry of 20 million workers and 4 million unemployed poople
is not the same as one with 16 mllllon full-time and I mllllon part-ttma smployees; in the
lirst casfi, the soctety is dMded into two halves, in the second it remains a uniU thanks
to the lntegration of the other half into tho work pracess''
Bc#t contributions arguethatthe concept otworkwtllundergqfufiamental change
whichwill be slawtotaks rat lnthe minds of French people andtheyeoekto apen new
areasof policydebate.The Boissonatreportaryuesthatsince unemploymentiscunently
pradomlnatty atructural, it is changes to the structures that are required. Among these tho
tegal structurss are perceivedto ba inmost needof reform, This isanewarea otworkfor
theFranohgovemmanL
ered for the bi-centenary of the founda-
tion of the Conservatoire National des
Arts et des Mdtiers (CNAM) to express
their views on the employment debate.
This event resulted in the production of a
report comprising the interventions of
several renowned economists. Michel
Didier (Professor at CNAM and one of
the directors of the Research Centre for
the Expansion of the Economy and the
Development of Enterprises (Centre de
Recherche pour l'Expansion de
I'Economie et le Ddveloppement des
Entreprises) puts forward his vision for a
return to full employment in France, the
idea being to reduce the number of job
seekers to two million thus returning to
unemployment rates of between lVo and
8Vo inthe short-term. His model is based
on three main strategies which, if imple-
mented could create thousands of addi-
tional jobs in the French economy.
The first measures seek to redress the
balance between salaries and employ-
ment, aiming to create, at least for a short
while, a growth in employment rather
than salary increases for those already in
employment. This redistribution can only
be achieved through collective agree-
ments which would necessitate an active
involvement and committment from the
versities, training organisations and other
types of actors (Chambers of Commerce,
local authorities and various other asso-
ciations). This contract would be signed
for a sufficiently long duration (eg 5
years) during which the signatory would
be offered work, training, independent
employment and periods of sabbatical
leave.
These proposals therefore place into
question a number of current principles
of labour law (such as open ended con-
tracts, statutory wage differentiation, self-
employment and state employment) and
more generally, the curent form of em-
ployment relationships. However, the
state will maintain an essential role in the
reduction of instability and inequality.
Available from: Documentation Frangaise, Quai
de Branly, Paris. FR.
Sc6narlos pour l'emplol : change-
ment technique, mondlalisation,
emplois : oU allons-nous?
(Employment Scenarlos: Technlcal
Changes, G lobal i satlon, Em ploy-
ment: Where Are We Gotng?)
DrDIER, M (1995)
Several hundred economists, academics,
company directors and politicians gath-
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social partners. In this way, the social
parmers would be able to play an impor-
tantpart in the return to full emFloyment.
Employment is already 6 imFortant is-
sue in collective bargaining today, but
there are fears that this trend could be
reversed in times of economic recovery.
The author argued that such agree-
ments could be complemented and rein-
forced by a significant reduction in em-
ployer social security contibutions fi-
nanced by general taxation. Employment
generation effecs could be further max-
imised by increasing the flexibility of
remuneration systems andby the resump-
tion of a progressive and negotiated de-
crease in working hours. With regard to
the latter the author warns of any "im-
posed" reduction in working hours, which
would inevitably have a restrictive effect
on the labour market since it would re-
quire some level of salary compensation
thus disturbing the job market.
The second approach contemplates
the use of unemployment benefit as an
incentive for recruitment (by offering
employers part of this benefit for hiring
an unemployed worker), accompanied
by a lasting shift in the level of employer
social connibutions, and a sfengthening
of existing active labour market policies,
accompanied by a tightening of the obli-
gations ofjob seekers and a closer rela-
tionship between salaries and productiv-
ity. The latter does not, in principle,
imply a rejection of the concept of a
minimum wage (SMIC), but the author
advocates the availability of some room
for negotiation, such as the adjustment of
the SMIC according to the cost of living
in different regions or according to sec-
tors . Regarding active labour market poli-
cies, the author claims that France ranks
fairly low amongst EU countries in terms
of the relative effort put into active pro-
grarnmes, although its total public ex-
penditure in support of employment is
about average in Europe. On the subject
of social contributions, aside from the
eventual changes in the basis of manda-
tory contributions, the author suggests
the reduction of these charges. This would
give rise to a reduction in health expendi-
ture since this is financed through com-
pulsory contributions imposed on sala-
ries.
The thirdproposal is essentially aimed
atcompanies, which it is argued are at the
heart of the employment creation proc-
ess: the author proposes a reinforcement
of the deregulation of services which is
already under way and a better distibu-
tion of the risks facing entrepreneurs to
increase the possibility of success for
new ventures. The author envisages an
adaptation of the system of redistribution
and financing of social and economic
risk which, in France, is currenfly very
much slanted in favour of the coverage of
social risks. He proposes the adoption of
collective responsibiliry for economic
risks far beyond the current framework,
through specific regulations covering new
emerging enterprises aimed at simplify-
ing administrative procedures.
The author concludes his contribu-
tion with different projections of em-
ployment creation which he carried out
for each ofhis proposals. These predict a
global gain in the order of 500,000 to 1.4
million additional jobs ttr.
Available from: Editions Economica,49 rue
H6ricart, 75015 Paris. FR.
(l) Ces 6valuations chiffr€es ne r€sultent ni de modEles
€conomdtriques, ni d'6ulde,s fines et sont donc forfaitaires,
approximatives, fragiles et bien sfu contestables.
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The 1996 Conference of the European Distance Education Network (EDEN) Life Long Learning : Open Learning :
Distance Learning will take place on 8-10 July 1996 at the Palais des Congrds, Futuroscope, Poitiers, France. The
conference will seek to build on the successes of the last two conferences: Human Resources, Humnn Potential, Human
Development; the Role of Distance Education (Tallinn, 1994) and Open Classroorn (Oslo, 1995). It will consider:
Technology: the Information Society; Professionally oriented education/training; Education and training; and School level:
Open Classroom. This will, in turn, consolidate the network's activities and co-operation in all areas of professionally
oriented educational training, and in particular training for SMEs, professional organisations and associations with
responsibility for the personal development of women and young and elderly people. In addition, EDEN is developing links
and general activities in the corporate sector.
For additional information contact: EDEN Secretariat UK, PO Box92, Milton Keynes, MK7 6DX. Tel: +44 I9O8 654147;
Fax +441908 654374; E-mail: eden@open.ac.uk
The 1996 Annual Conference ofthe European Associa-
tion of Labour Economists (EALE) will be hosted by
Greece and will take place at the Mediterranean Agro-
nomic Institute of Chania (MAICH), Crete on 19-22
September 1996. The Conference will be organised by
The Centre of Planning andEconomic Research (KEPE),
Athens.
Forfurtherinformation contact: Dr Nicholas P. Glytsos, KEPE'
22 Hippokratous St., 106 80 Athens, Greece, Tel.: +30 I 3614475.
Fax:+3013611136.
The editor would like to receive full details of any
forthcoming conferences, seminars and workshops.
Please send information to the SYSDEM Analysis Unit,
ECOTEC Research and Consulting Ltd., Priestley House, 28-34
Albert Street, Birmingham, 84 7LlD, UK. Tel: + 44 121 616
3600; Fax: + 44 l2l 616 1099.
In a recent survey ofreaders' views on the Bulletin, 837o ofrespondents said that they found it interesting or very interesting,
against l.3Zo who found it dull or very dull. Three-quarters said that they read every issue of the Bulletin, one-fifth read selected
issues with the remainder (about 57o) readingthe Bulletin very occasionally. Most respondents (97Vo) sud that they found the
Bulletin very or moderately relevant to their interests.
A total of 389 questionnaires were returned which represented a 207o response rate of the targeted survey and almost 67o
of the total readership. The views of all of the different types of organisations receiving the Bulletin were represented although
by far the largest percentage of questionnaires (477o) were received from universities, research organisations and consultants.
All of the additional comments received have been very useful for planning the work programme for this year. The survey
confirmed that Bulletins should be more focused in future. Forthcoming Bulletins will focus in particular on the Employment
Implications of the Information Society, Trends in the Provision of Employment Services, and The Reintegration of
Disadvantaged Groups in the Labour Market. The Bulletin will continue to report regularly on labour market trends in the
Member States through the presentation of both qualitative and quantitative material.
Thank you for assisting with this survey.
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Trends
SYSDEM
The Employment Observatory of the European
Commission currently produces four series of
regular reports covering different aspects of the
Community's labour market. The Employment
Observatory complements the Commission' s "Em-
ployment in Europe" report published annually in
all Union languages.
Trends
The series on ..Trends" contains summaries and analyses of employment developments in the European Union
on the basis of published work (books, reports and scientific papers) throughout the Member States. It
disseminates the information collected by the European System of Documentation on Employment (SYSDEM)'
which aims to collect, analyse, synthesise and disseminate available information on employment in the Union.
"Trends" is published quarterly in English, French and German'
Policies
The series inforMlSEp "policies" presents those measures. policies and instruments adopted by the Member
States which are aimed at promoting and improving employment within the European Union. The reports are
compiled on the basis of information provided through the Mutual Information System on Employment Policies
(MISEp). MISEP was created to meet the need for an exchange of information on employment policies and
institutions within the European Union. A bulletin of recent developments in employment policies is published
quarterly in English, French and German. Basic Information Reports describing the national employment
institutions, measures and procedures in each Member State are updated and published periodically. In addition,
comparative repofis on the effects of labour market policy measures will be published at regular intervals.
Research
The "Research" papers present the results of studies on specific themes carried out jointly each year by the
Commission and the Member States. The themes for these studies are chosen by the Commission in consultation
with the Member States and the social partners in the light of the contribution which can be made by the national
co-ordinators and of their relevance for on-going policy analysis. They are published annually in English, French
and German.
Central and Eastern EuroPe
The "Central and Eastern Europe" bulletin is a recent addition to the Employment Observatory, containing regular
reviews on labour market and social conditions of Central and Eastern Europe. It aims to present up-to-date
information on labour market and social conditions in these countries. It contains not only the latest statistical
labour market indicators, but also analytical articles on employment developments in the six countries curently
covered: Bulgaria, Czech Republic. Slovakia. Hungary, Poland and Romania. lt is published twice a year, in
English only at present.
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